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ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 8, 1920.

LOCAL AFFAIRS

Liberty National Bank
OF

NEW

“Get Rich Quick" Schemes and

Investments of

are

followed.

^

RECEIVED
From West—7.04, 7.18 and
m., 3.50 p. m.
From East—12.20,
p.

Bank with us for Safety and
Service.
Your personal or mail
enquiries are
solicited.
2 and 2H per cent,
paid
on checking accounts.
4 per cent, on

11.30

3.40, 4.56 and 10.37

advantages
subject

Capital,
Surplus

Sunday arrives from West at 7.04 and
11.30 a. m.; closes for W’est at 3.20, 4.30
and 9.00 p. m.
No mail East Sunday.
Registered mail should be at postoffice half an hour before mail closes.

For

Week

IN

ending

Put up in two 98-pound cotton bags.

Swift’s

$13.95

4am

Shortening, lb....19t',<‘
Coffee,

lb .„.40d

Always fresh roasted, and

Swift’s Premium

we

grind It after you buy it.

Hams, lb..--.45<*

You get this low price If you buy

a

whole ham.

12

iu

Wed
45—
Thors 53—
Fri
51—

64—

Sat

48—

70—

Sun
Mon
Tues

5152
62—-

716564—

—

61—
60—

Precip-

itation

forenoon
rain

afternoon
rain
fair
rain,cloudy
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
fair
fair
cloudy,rain
cloudy,rain, rain

SAVE YOUR MONEY

.18

.34

.16
.86

Superba Self-rising Buckwheat, pkg_• •.23<i

Miss DoreFLhy Coughlin returned t©
Boston Monday.
»

Dark Brown

The Thursday club will meet this
week with Mrs. Allon P. Royal.

There is none better; it Is the lowest priced.

Sugar, lb.• •.18^

Mrs. Margaret E. Lord has
Utica, N. Y., for the winter.

This lower price comes just when you need sugar for
your fall

preserving.

Onions, pk
Soap,

bar

Benjamin S. Stevens and wife

We have

for
a

dairy

Augusta
weeks.

.5^

...

Our stock of this kind Is limited.

Larro,

kind.

ib.'..'__

Just the feed to help start those young pigs growiEg.

•

HAYNE S

Tj^Cash^ndPCori^y^Grocer^^EJ^swortl^^f
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Leading dentists of Boston and vicinity have charge
Of this work. Association with the**- men is invariable,
not on! v from a technical view-polat. but in a practical
I'ltra-moderu equipment, the most up-to-date of
way.
any school of its kind.

\

of

|
f

address

EUGENE H. SMITH. D. fl. D„ DEAN, BOSTON, MASS.

original photograph of
Then place your

one
or-

4

for
POTTED STRAWBERRY PLANTS
at S3.00 per 100
We have the following varieties:
"tele Jim, Brandywine, Glen Mary,
w

us

,,

Ryckman.
The Everbearer, also Progressive
la? Superb Plants will be ready for
•hipment through September and

SURRY, MAINE |

1ANC0CK COUNTY NURSERY AND SEED CO.,

—

--

Imperfectly fitted glasses mean not
only present discomfort, but serious Impairment of the vision and perhaps
permanent injury to the delicate health
If your glasses “trouble”
of the eye.
you in the slightest degree, do not delay having your eyes examined.

Edward H. Baker
Graduate

ELLSWORTH
Optometrist and
Bye Specialist.

Registered

Ofllce Over Moore’s Drug Store
04 Court street (Bridge Hill).
Telephone connection.

it New Ralph hotel, Southwest Harbor,every Monday during tne

summer

PUBLIC AUTO

DANCE
^ Shore Acres Hotel
lamoine beach

D. E. Linnehan
Telephone 117,

or

leave

calls at “Tumble Inn.’*

WOOLENS

Friday, Sept.
Higgins’ Orchestra

10

w.

arcner.

a

tormer

Tapley

Company

Ells- I

SUMMER SCHOOL.
worth boy, or, strictly speaking, a
report of Pomona grange at UarlaNo. 8 plantation boy, is making good
vilie, and a short discussion of the
as
a
mechanical engineer.
Cake and
He is Federal Board Official Pleased—Good various topics of the day.
Attendance Record.
now with the Walter H. Jackson Co.
coffee will be served at the next meetFred
T.
A.
Miss Evelyn
McLeod, district voca- ing.
Osgood, who has of Boston as inspector and superinspent the summer here, returned te tendent of suburban water systems, tional officer for the Federal Board
-ogt
her home itt Boston Saturday,
gasoline engines and electric light for Vocational Training, who. when
CITY MEETING.
For fourteen years he was the summer school plan was first
systems.
Miss Helen Smith of Brockton,
suggested to him. was frankly opMass., is visiting her foster parents, with the CharlBs J. Joyce Co at Prov- posed to it, is now
equally frank in Petition for Reopening the Fullerton
idence, ft. I., four years as a mechanic
William W. Brooks and wiSe.
and ten years as superintendent of expressing his pleasure at the sucSchool Denied.
Charles E.
Hale of Arlington, construction.
of
cess
the
In a letter
experiment.
At present he is in
The regular meeting of the city
Mass., spent the week-end and Labor Florida on business.
to Director Bellatty he says:
government was held last WednesI must take this opportunity to conday with his parents. T. E. Hale and
A successful meeting of Green
day evening, Mayor Heath presiding;
wife.
gratulate you on the reported success
aldermen present, C. E. Smith. Small
.Mountain Pomona grange was held at of the
summer school.
I must confess
Miss Sylvia Gayr.or, who has been MariaviUe
Saturday. There was a that it seemed to me a doubtful ex- and Dunleavy.
visiting relatives here for three large attendance, and a fine
Rolls of accounts for the month,
program periment when fiTst
presented, and only
weeks, returned to Attleboro, Mass., was enjoyed.
A great deal of dis- after
subsequent conversation with including the mid-month payroll, are
Monday.
cusion followed an address by County
and Dean Lord did I feel like as follows:
you
Misses Clio M. Chilcott and Nancy G. Agent Bridges on the co-operation of recommending it to central office.
Roll of accounts No. 8
$1,988.SI
which
would
farmers,
Blackwell, who have spent the sumStreet Com. roll:
eventually
I have no personal pride in the acmer at Miss M. A. Greely's, returned •lead to a farmers' union, with Ells-,
Highways ...$914.55
complishment, and from all reports I
worth us a center.
to New York yesterday.
People look very am a complete convert to the summer
Sidewalks
126.81
Prof. Harold Whitehead and fam- readily to this idea, and the Farm school idea as conducted
Bridges
40.50
by you this
ily. who have been guests of Mr. and Bureau and grange in this county season. I have not had opportunity to
Sewers.
17.10
intend
to
this
push
matter in the [ visit the school, but
Mrs. C. E. Bellatty at Contention
understand Mr. ElState.
Cove since the summer school closed,
ton visited it on his way to his summer
$1,098.96
returned to Boston Friday.
Registration of women voters in outing in Maine.
Ellsworth
has
1
exceeded
feel
expectations, j
you are entitled to great credit
$3,0S7.77
Mrs. M. n. Young, who has spent
Mayor Heath, by vote of the board,
the summer at her home in Ells- Up to this morning. 244 had regls- for its success, and the thanks of this
tered.
Of
or just half of ; office for making such a pleasant and
these,
122,
appointed
Aldermen
worth, left Saturday for Beaver. Pa.,
Small, C. E.
where she is employed for the school them, enrolled as republicans, while j profitable summer for so many of our Smith and Dunleavy a committee to
only 22 enrolled as democrats. trainees.
draw up rules regulating the hours
year at Beaver college.
Many of those who did not enroll ex- I
of labor and leave of the men emLieut. Edmnnd E. Brady, T7. S. N.,
pressed republican preference, but !
Director Bellatty reports a most ployed at the engine house.
with his wife, his mother, Mrs. Eh E. did not care to
become afliliated with j gratifying attendance record.
Seven
A petition asking for the
Brady,
and Sister
Katharine, is any party at this time. The first of the students were
reopening
perfect in at- of the Fullerton district school,
spending two weeks af “HiUcresi” woman to register in Ellsworth was endance,
at every ses- closed because the
being
present
attendance
fell becottage. Contention Cove.
Mrs. Ann M. Durgan. aged eighty- sion.
Sixty-five were within the low the required number, was denied
The executive committee for the seven years, who enrolled as a re- limit of absences
allowed, and there on information received from the
Literature club will meet with Mrs. publican.
The oldest woman to reg- I vere only six with three or more abschool board.
Allon P. Royal September 10.
All ister so far in Ellsworth is Mrs. Susan ! sences without excuse over the limit
A pool and billiard room license
members who have subjects to he M. Jordan, aged eighty-eight years. I Ulowed.
was granted to Patrick Bresnahan.
considered will phase notify the comThe discipline record is also exSelden N. Dean died at his home !
Bill of Mrs. Lizzie M. Smith, $6,
mittee.
cellent.
The cabinet formed at the for hens killed
in Ellsworth Monday, after an
by foxes, was ordered
DeRlie's minstrels played to a fair- ness of only a week, of pneumonia.
opening of the school to examine into paid.
mses of
sized audience at Hancock hall Satur- Mr. Dean was in the seventieth
discipline, had no cases to
il was voted to contribute $50 to
day evening. Free pictures and a year of his age. For many years he oct upon.
the North Ellsworth Farmers’ Club,
The highest rank for the term was to
political rally as a counter attraction was in business in Bangor, but some
go toward the expense of its fair.
kept many away. The DeRues gave years ago he cameto Ellsworth and obtained by Clarence Stevens of AuA recess was taken to Wednesday
a clean show which pleased the auHe took five subjects, and refnsta.
opened a lunch-room and small store
evening of this week for a hearing
dience.
vived
ten
at Washington Junction.
A’s, the highest possible on petition of the New
For the
England TeleSaturday evening at the Bijou. past few years he had been employed : ank.
phone & Telegraph Co. for permis-oin
the
Great
Atlantic
<XWilliam R. Pattangall of Waterville
Pacific Tea
sion to lay its wires underground on
NORTH ELLSAVORTH.
He leaves
and Archie C. Towle ol Oakland ad- Co.’s store in Ellsworth.
Main street from Franklin street to
dressed a
democratic
Beal avenue.
rally. Mr. a widow and two children—Harry S.
Mrs.
A.
B.
Nason of Bucksport
Towle is the democratic candidate Dean of Augusta and Mrs. R. A. I
-o——
'enter
visited
her
mother-in-law,
against Congressman Peters. Free Pomroy of Bangor. The funeral was
liLCEHILL FAIR.
held at the home this forenoon. Rev. I Mrs. Abiah Nason, last week.
pictures preceded the speaking.
Mrs. H. F. Maddocks has been ill
Interment was
Leslie Beckwith and family of Bos- J. B. Coy officiating.
he past week, and is still confined
at Mt. Hope cemetery, Bangor.
Mr.
Program Set Forward One Day on
ton closed their attractive new home
o her bed.
Dean's son and daughter were here
at Contention Cove on Monday. Mrs.
Account of Rain.
School began Tuesday: Mrs. Grace
Franklin. Mrs. Beckwith's mother, for the funeral.
The program for the three days’
3. Maddocks, teacher.
Pupils from
-ovisited them over the week-end,
40. 8 will be transported to this fair of the Hancock County Agriculmotoring from Boston with Mr. and
COMING EVENTS.
tural society at Mountain park, Blueichool by Walter McGown.
Mrs. Benjamin Franklin of Presque
Ntcolin grange met Sept. 4. with a hill, has been set forward one day on
Isle.
of the rain yesterday.
account
Wednesday, Oct. 6, at Hancock food attendance, and one visitor
A republican meeting will be held
'resent.
The first and second deCounty Agent Bridges, who has
hall—Methodist fair.
been at Mountain park arranging the
at Hancock hall to-morrow afternoon
;rees were conferred on two candiOct. 15-16—Annual county contest
at 3 o’clock, for women.
Congress- of boys’ and girls’ clubs at Hancock lates. The booths for the bazaar agricultural club exhibit, says the
man Peters will address the meeting.
boys and girls will make a splendid
3ctober 6 were assigned as follows:
hall, Ellsworth.
The method of voting will be exMystery booth, Maud DeWitt and showing, and their exhibit will be
FAIR DATES.
the
nez
plained. and questions relating to
big feature of the agricultural
Smith; apron and fancy work,
Sept. 7, S and 9—Bluehill fair.
elections will be answered.
One hundred and fifty club
3ernice Moore and Lillian Wlieelden. section.
EverySept. 15 and 16—Eden fair.
body is invited.
Sept. 22—Narramissic grange fair rhe program consisted of readings. members are exhibiting.
At Hancock hall last Friday eve- at Orland.
ning, Senator Calder of New York
Sept. 29 and 30—North Ellsworth
-J. A. THOMPSON
state and Miss Helen V. Boswell of Fair.
New York addressed a large republiSept. 29—Mariaville grange fair.
119 IVIAIINJ STREET
The interest that women
can rally.
Sept. 29—Highland grange fair,
F"ir©, IVlarine and Automobile Insurance
are taking in the campaign was evi- North Penobscot.
denced by the large number in the
Oct. 1—Franklin grange fair.
Representing
Music was furnished by
Oct. 6—Greenwood grange fair.
audience.
THe> Equitable Flro end Marine Insurance Co
Eastbrook
the Southwest Harbor band.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
A. J. Patten of the Century Boot
Trenton.
Shop has sold the shoe-repairing deMisses Vara* Googins and Agnes
of
his
business,
with
partment
1
machinery, to F. E. Tilden and J. S. and Aiida Marshall are visiting in
Mr. Patten will continue Pittsfield.
Donovan.
Miss Anna Darke has returned to
*
his boot and shoe business at the
—Established 18<i7—
The shoe-repairing York Beach.
present stand.
Mrs. Anna Anderson is visiting
machinery has been moved to its
former location in the Waverly hall her daughter, Mrs. T. E. Darke, at
Beach.
York
building. Harry Haynes will be in
l epresenting some of the leading companies of this and
D.
1
Sept. 6.
charge.
foreign countries

]

|
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October.

EYE COMFORT

■tiu.tuj

ill-1

LOOK at this cutrar
an

O.

of

Ellsworth for tw«

|

diplomas of high schools coverinr requined suhjecU; are admitted withoat examination, in
September, 1920. One year in college required for eu(iraduale*. of this school lead theiprotrauoe iu 1921.
fession in stan&og and luorntive practice. For catalog

J*ieroarithplants.

I>ro*e(‘t yourself

Liability Policy.

|

unlimited demand for skilled dentists and
specialists in dentistry. The Harvard University Deat a I School offers a most thorough and efficient training
10 lh*s interesting profession.
For those who wish to
specialize there are courses in Oral Surgery, Orthodontia (straightening the teeth; and other branches.

Holders

NflW

t©

...

Big Opportunities

;

in

ELLSWORTH,

a

great many customers who believe It pays to feed this

Pig Meal,

are

!

Nokomls Rebekah lodge will have
supper at the next regular meeting,
September 21.

bag •.$4.33

cows,

gone

Miss Elleneen Doyle is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Edmon Eno, in Searsport.

55^

Don’t let this trade get away from you.

Mascot

trom

raiduitfht.J

Weather
conditions

$100,000

Profits,

q/Ellsworth.Maine

Ending at Midnight Tuesday
Sept. 7, 1920.

Temperature

You should buy liberally at this price.

Climax

at

considering?

UnionTrust Company !

ELLSWORTH.

| From observations
tukeu at the powei
station of the bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Cllsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours

Puritan Flour, per bbl

require—
regis-

\

a.

m.

WRATH EK

Fernald H. Webster of Lowell,
Mass., Is spending a month’s vacation
with his mother, Mrs. Mabel Webster. 1
Mrs. Webster also has as her guest
Miss Sarah Fogg of Stoneham, Mass,
theft and loss of funds.
you are
Harry C. Achorn of Brookline, 1
Mass., spent the week-end and Labor
You are
to
what you
day here. Mrs. Achorn and two chil- I
dren, who have been with her mother, 1
You are saved the expense of money orders and
Mrs. J. T. Giles, during the summer,
tered letters.
returned with him Monday night.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam of Boston was
Are not these some
worth
in Ellsworth a few hours this morning. on his way from Hancock, where
We invite your account
to check.
he officiated at the funeral of Mrs.
Ernest E. Abbott.
He received a
cordial greetings from friends here.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, democratic
candidate
for
is
Vice-President,
and
150,000
scheduled to speak in the postoffice
square at Ellsworth Saturday afternoon at 5 o’clock.
He will speak at
Bucksport and Bluehill earlier in the
afternoon.
Mrs. Mary Calnane, aged eightytwo years, who had such a trying
experience last week, spending three
days and three nights in the woods
without food or water, has apparently fully recovered from the effects
of her exposure.
Services next Sunday at the Baptist church will be as follows: Morning worship at 10.30; Sunday school
at 12 m.; evening gospelservlce at
7.30.
The afternoon service at 2.30
will be at the South Hancock church.
THE HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK OF.
MAlivE
Rev. J. B. Coy, pastor.
The republican women of Ellshas ALREADY PAID »4 SEMI-ANNUAL DIVIDEND >
worth have organized a local com- ,j
mittee as follows:
Mrs. Bernard S.
The last dividend was at the rate 0"f 4 per cent, comJellison, chairman; Mrs. George S.
pounded semi-annually
Hagerthy, secretary; Miss J. A.
Thompson, Mrs. Phronia Hagerthy,
Mrs. Elvira Ellis, Mrs. Elbridge Millikan, Mrs. Frank M. Moore,
Mrs. Almira Joy Clark, aged eighty-four years, died at her home in
*S
^me *°
with an Automobile
Ellsworth early this morning, after
liUvi
a
Don’t start the car until you
long illness. Mrs. Clark was a
sister of the late Gideon and Decatur
talk with me about it.
Joy of North Hancock. The funeral
will he held at the Baptist church in
Hancock Thursday afternoon at 3
W.
o'clock.

protected against
prepared
purchase

MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going West—11.60 a. m., 3.20, 4.30 and
9 p. m.
Going East—6.35 a. m., 3.20 p. m.

savings..

No. 35

Your Pocket

MAILS

your assurances that this safeguard is

!T/?"tli

With Your Check Book In

nue.

SCHEDULE OP MAILS.
Etlffworfh Postofflre.

place under the National and Federal Reserve
System Banks. Twice a year examinations by Government examiners, and at least live sworn and
published
no

statements

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Haynes.
Legal Notices.
Alley’s Market.
Max Abram, Bluehill.
Classified Advertisements.

“Promised” Large Returns
Have

Arthur I. Studer has purchased
the A. E. Moore house on State
street, and has moved there from the
John F. Royal house on Birch ave-

J. A.

ELLSWORTH

jmertcuiL

Save money by buying dress material and coatings direct from factory.
W rite for samples, and state garment
Box 35,
planned. F. A. PACKARD,
Camden, Maine.

C. C.

j

*

JRRILL

&

SON

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

Reactl.

MUTUAL

Despite the inclemency of the weather Wednesday afternoon, thirty-six

“Aunt

HAS NO
PAIN NOW

Madge.**

from the Reach and Harbor
MOTTO:—HELPFUL AND HOPEFUL.
attended the flag-raising at Sumner
S. Foster’s place.
Rev. Mr. Jennings
The purposes of this column are
invoked blessing as the company as- succinctly
stated In the title and motto
sembled on the piazza and around the —it is for the mutual benefit, and aims
to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for
flag-pole. After the Wag-raising by ; the comjnon
good It is for the common
little Geraldine Stoddard and Car- use—a public servant, a purveyor of
lotta Knowlton, Mr. Jennings spoke information and suggestions, a medium
for the
Ideas, in this cafeelingly of the flag and its meaning, | pacify itinterehang<*-of
solicits communications, and
and expressed a desire for every boy its success depends largely on the supand girl, man and woman, in the en- port given it in this respect. Communications must be
but the
tire land, to own a flag for their in- name of writer will notsigned,
be printed exThe “Star Span- cept by permission. Communications
dividual property.
will be
to approval or rejection
gled Banner” and “America” were by the subject
editor of the column, hut none
sung, after which lunch was served.
will be rejected without good reason.
The flag-pole is forty feet high, and Address all communications to The
On the American. Ellsworth. Me.
was made by D. W. Torrey.
top is an arrow weather vane.
“The Anchorage" was closed ThursThis poem was read at the reunion
Mr. and Mrs.
day for the season.
by Aunt Sue, and Helen kindly preCrane and family have returned to sented each
one there with a Maine
Hartford. Conn.
Centennial pin.
Mr. and Mrs. Rockwood and J. D.
There are lands that are fair and gems
Lord and daughter, of Melrose. Mass.,
most rare
closed their cottage Saturday, and reIn kingdoms over the sea.
turned home.
There are mines of
gold with their
Miss Mattie G. Knight left for New
wealth untold
Jersey Saturday to resume teaching.
Shrouded in mystery;
Mrs. Myrtle Lowe and daughters
There are hearts that are true and
Gertrude and Claribel, who have been
skies that are blue.
in Rockland several weeks, are home.
By the Danube and the Rhine:
T.
Sept. 6.
persons

Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound Did

What

for Mrs. Warner.

Onalaska, Wis.
such
I

a

liberal

sample of

it seemed
I would
die, and I was not
regular either I
suffered for a year
and was unfit to do

•

L—. EaL3v ;
ham’s

£21 INDIGESTION
Mail this “ad” today
with name of paper
and your address to

i

and decided to try it
It surely did wonders for me. I have
no
pains now and I can do mv housework without any trouble at all.
I
will always praise your medicine as I
do not believe there is a doctor that can
do as much good in female weakness,
and you may use these facts as a testi-

MAKERS OF

SCOTT’S EMULSION

_BLOOMFIELD,

N. J.

16

are

assembled,

one belated
one
reaching
there soon after dinner was called. Oh.
yes. she got her dinner and a seat at
the first table, for two of the sisters,
on learning of
arrivals, klnilly
vacated and went to the kitchen to finish their repast.
You didn’t know
that, did you Helen?

oth\-

sky
Where tropic flowers entwine;
For me there's no land like the Maine
land.
The land of the cliff and the pine.
Then ho!
for the Maine land, the
home land.
Ye truants wandered away
From her pine-clad hills and

About >hat dinner!
It as more easily eaten than described. There was
chicken loaf and chicken that didn’t
loaf; neither did those who partook of
it.
Aunt Mary's baked peas were a
n*w dish
that was enjoyed.
A delicious fruit salad furnished by an ab-

rushing

rills.
She’s calling for you
to-day.
Far o’er the deep, when the world

sent sister was much enjoyed, and a
vote of thanks was extended to the
donor who so kindly thought of the
clan and who has missed so few of the
meetings in the past that our Ann was
greatly missed. The string beans and
many varieties of pickles found their
usual pl*ce.
Narcissus' hot rolls were
up to the usual standard, as were the
fluffy loaves furnished by others.
Then such a deluge of cakes!
One
never would have guessed the
present
high price of sugar when they saw the
white cakes with chocolate
frosting
and the chocolate cakes with white

is

asleep
You think of
In

that

dear

home and mine.
land, that far-away

your

old

land.

The land of the cliff and the
pine.
•

•

After yog

eat—always

Y. was chosen to write the
report of the M. B. reunion.
"Oh
there’s
sunshine, blessed sunshine!”
I think the above were the
sentiments
of at least three dozen
Mutuals of
August 26. the day set by Aunt Madge
for the annual reunion of that
clan.
What wonder when four
successive
years had been stormy, or
every year
since Aunt Madge has so
kindly entertained it at her "Mountain View"
home.
Yes. we could actually see the mountain this year, as well as the
other

take

FATONIC
^^(jO»_YOUB
sfitp

STOMACH'S

dll outside, either.
A. M. Y. was anzlous for fear
Aunt
Madge might think we started before
breakfast, but think she felt better on
reaching there to find Aunt Maria and
several others already on the
spot busyin the kitchen
cutting cakes and

not

Acid-Stomach

EATONIC is the best remedy Tens of
wottderfuU, henefiwd.

Ceil

ead ffet

*.

O.

a

thnn

big box today. You will

MOORE,

si

88 MAIN

Ellsworth,

frosting;

|

three

and

blessed with a good digestion,
have something I want to whisin Aunt Madge's ear: Aunt
Mary's
John has been “under the weather"

but I

j

ever

per

since, whether due

to

overeating

CHICHESTER S PILLS
hr

THE IMA MOM) BRAND./ A
A*k your UrucfUt*
/A
Chl-riiWktef’l IMamoti J Ttr»n.|/J\\
1*1 H* In Ki ll and Uold
»>o*C4. sealed »iih Blue Ri! U j.
T«Le no other
Huy of your »

*rtallli\V/
V/

things. Then the autos kept arriving, until a company of thirty-nine

Mutuals.including

filled

ent were

pies

an

81.

Maine

cakes

cakes not
filled,
but
very
filling when eaten.
Then the usual variety and
quantity of
pies, together with that nice cup of
coffee. We can only hope that all pres-

j

lovely views one gets riding through j
I
from Ellsworth, and the beautiful
sunshine lasted the entire
day. and it was

Fjrn£.DUQ,''eli'’'**,H**r,ba™- Bloated Caw,
po-fu*: JHSi «2S£^ii£L*sE£ 5
«nd.

•

S. J.

MOORE S PHARMACY.

women

monial.”—Mrs. Lester E. Warner.
R. 1, Box 69, Onaiaska, Wis.
The reason women write such letters
to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
and tell their friends how they are
helped is that Lydia E. Pinkham’s
vegetable Compound has brought health
and happiness into their lives. Freed
from their illness they want to pass the
good news along to other suffering
women that they also may be relieved.

Maine land.
Her sons are hardy and bold;
Her daughters fair as the violets rare
That bloom on the summer woid.
Let others sigh math a warm southern

SCOTT & BOWNE

,1 what Lydia E. PinkVegetable Compound had done

for other

lands of the East where the
heathen feast
And kneel at a papan shrine.
Rut the best of all lands is the Maine’
land,
The land of the cliff and the pine.
There are toll-worn
hands
in
the

GRANULES)

housework,

could only wash
! dishes once in a
while. I read an

Befitting nobilitv.
There

so

though

my

state

KM10ID5

—

as

there’s no other land
like
the
Maine land.
The land of the cliff and the pine.
Many a land has its palaces grand
For those of high degree:
Where the proud potentate regales in

ABSOLUTELY FREE

Every month I had
in my back and lower part of
| stomach I could not

pains

j fered

But

|

Ilrantd. Aske*CHI-CIIKN-TF-B’*
IHAMONH ft RANI* FILLS, *ur Sta* Best. Safest. Al»*ys ReUa! io

years known

chauffeurs.had

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

_!

I—

s ruins
lasting consequences will
•
follow.
But w* have lingered far too long
over that dinner, for all those dishes
had to be washed artd put in their
Then A. M. Y. hustled
proper places.
the entire crowd outside and two cantor
remorse
for separating man and
wife is not exactly clear to the writer,
but. from whatever cause. It is hoped
no

BENEFIT COLUMN.

Edited by

V

were

which all gathered
music-room, where

"Did” could

an

be present, but she
greetings from Bar Harbor.
Aunt
Maria's lovely flowers were admired
and appreciated as they always are;
also a contribution from Mrs. Mumler,
Mrs. Douglass and Mrs. E. C. Barrett.
The time passed all too quickly, and
around t o'clock people began to think
of taking a reluctant adieu of our kind
and genial host and hostess, together
with the daughter and husband, all of
whom contributed so much to the ennot

sent

joyment of the day. Though we failed
formally to render a vote of thanks to
them for their genial
hospitality. I
think I voice the sentiment of all present when I say a great big hearty
"thank you" for a very enjoyable day
that will not he forgotten by those

present who were:
Rev and Mrs. \Y. H.
ley Holt. Miss Edith

Rice. Mrs. ShirRice. Lamoine;
Smith. East Lamoille; Mr. and
Mrs. M. L. Ginn. Mrs. Charles Mumler.
Herbert Ginn. North Orlnnd; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles DeLaittre. Aitkin. Minn.:
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. DeLaittre. Mrs.
Susie Fogg. Mrs. Clarence Alley. SalisHoyt

silk,’’ is

one

Quality, but it is true

way of

expressing

say it of

Prospect Harbor.
Lorenzo Cole and daughter and Mr.
and Mrs. Allie Bailey of Nashua, N.
H.. have been guests of the J. W.
Coles the past week.
They made the
trip by automobile.
A party of ten or more from Kingfield is at W. H. Moore's for a week.
Mrs. D. W. Pratt and daughter, of
Evanston. 111., and Mrs. Frank Sigler
of Montclair, N. J., w’Uo have been
guests at L. P. Cole's, left
Tuesday
for Cape Cod, Mass., for a short stay
before going to their homes.
W. F. Bruce and wife, with the L.
P. Coles, motored to Castine Saturday morning to spend the week-end
with the D. G. Llbbys.
The W. F. Bruces entertained at
dinner Wednesday for the FT F. Hills.
Edwin Tracy of Gouldsboro is in
town painting the schoolhouse.
Mrs. M. C. Miner, formerly Mrs.
Emma Cpham, who has spent a few'
weeks at “Itockside Lodge," on "One
Squeak" point, has been here recently calling upon friends. The Miners
are now located at West
Oneonta, N.
Y..
wh|re Dr. Miner has been called
to the church that he built twelve
years ago.

tained at dinner the last of the week
E. W. Cleaves*.
Miss Margaret Moore of
Brooklyn.
N. Y.. has returned home, but
Miss
Moore is to remain through September.
Sept. 6.
C.

eacQh

FLOUR

West Brooksville.
Gertrude Dodge has purchased the
cottage owned by Albert
Mills, at the

Pv°Und

It munt go

----

First come, first served
and I’m served both
first and last when
it comes to

-—-1C*—^. i—■

through

this

thirteen

\

as

the

S7hose u)ho hade used

Postum
instead, of coffee

during

the past year are sure to be
ahead in purse and are Quite
apt to be ahead in health

Fair price, uniformly
pleasing flavor and general table satisfaction keep
Postum in first place with

many

a

family.

“There’s a Reason
Made ty

Postum Cereal Cbmpanylnc.
Battle Geek, Mich.

—o——.Jf

Spelman seminary.
Capt. Howard McVey, with his wife
and son Ernest, of
Providence. R 1
is visiting
his parents. Capt. Orriii
McVey and wife.
Mrs. Phebe E. Stevens has
returned
from a visit in Belfast.
Frank E. Ring and
family of Orrington were recent guests of
Herbert
Wescott and wife. Mr. Wescott
and
daughter Mabelle accompanied them

silk—not

nome.

L'AMTuTt

E0,chance
clean and

nnroMZ.EL.L,belng

for

on

Walter E. and R. Clifford Cummings of Stockton Springs are visiting their parentB, E. E.
Cummings
•
and wife.
D' TaPley and wife of Belfast, Mrs. J. Orcutt of

WIL-

fine and
take no cbance In
using
B it

’nyou
all
your

baking.

Ask your neighbors who use
William Tell. Tell your

?r\»E'

:■

FLAVOR

Tapley
•Mass".Thomas
Miss
Marion

of Tremont
McFarland of
kramingham, Mass., Miss Lucy H
Tapley and sister. Mrs. Smith of
Sedgwick, spent Sunday at the
Tapley homestead.
Mrs. Phoebe R.
Tapdey has gone to
Worcester, Mass., to visit her daughters and grandchildren.
Sept. 6.
“Tomson.”

and

it.

Thev’ll tell

grocer.

vou
vi.

•

%

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

&

WHITNEY

of SUPERBA TEA we
feel absolutely safe in sug-

gesting its use in jour home.
Politely insist; and get
SUPERBA TEA at youi
Dealer's.
MILLIKEN-TOMUNSON CO
importers end Packers

--o-

Any skin itching is

The more you
Itches,
floan's

a

scratch

temper tester.
the

worse

it

Ointment Is for piles
ecsema—any skin Itching. «0c at ali
drug stores.—Advt.

So many people have *uch
a fondness lor the

DELICATE, DELIGHTFUL

Northampton,

PORT1 AND.

’SUPERBA

ON THE LABEL

SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE

j

f

p§|f
■8St®L'jff

in

«uecese“ve

i

Made fcjr Postum Cereal Co. Inc., Battle Geek,Mick

and will reside there sumshe will leave soon for Atlanta, Ga., where she has a position

of WILLIAM TELL
is
tbere
mesnes to the
square

bUt

times'1106’

Snbscrlbe for The American
12.00 a yeat.

Mrs. Annie Rowe, Mrs. J.A.Blatchford and Miss Harranden. who have

mers.

arete21h00^*be,shke.,Ot^eth^at
inch.

been guests at E. S.
Jellison's hav«
returned to Dorchester Mass
Sept. «.
c

ter.

Corner

because it is actually as fine
finest silk can make it.

PILLS "ST

at

Dallas H. Hanna has an
apple tree
In bloom.
The tree was thought to
be dying, when it surprised its
owner
by bursting into bloom.
E W. Hill, C. E.. is in
Bluehlll.
Miss Annie Holmes of
Brewer is at
the Holmes cottage for a
much-needed rest.
Both her father and mother
have passed away within a few
weeks
°therThis family came to
Last Sullivan for so
many summers
they seem like our own. Sympathy
goes out to this daughter,
who has
so faithfully and
lovingly ministered
unto her father and
mother
Sept. 6.
H

n

assssfSS^
BEECHAM’S

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wilson of
Cherryfield, with guests, were enter-

r^kht

William Tell

years inH b

Yothtg.

East Sullivan.
Fred Hatch of Boston is
visiting
his brother George.
Henry Ashley, who cut his hand
quite badly from falling on a scythe,
is forced to take a vacation with
his
hand, which is improving rap-

to the letter when you

This community was saddened Saturday night hy the sudden death of
Mrs. Ernest Abbott.
Sympathy Is
extended to the husband and daugh-

BEECHAM-SHUaL“S

made for sixty

lonng. North Lamoine; Herbert—Young,
East Lamoine; Mr. and Mrs Prank McGouldrlck. Bar Harbor; Mrs. E. P. Babson, Mrs. M. A. Peters, Mrs. A. M. Herrick. Miss Ella A. Stover. Miss
Lucy
Billings, Mrs. Lucy Mason, Miss Katherine Mason, Mrs. Durgaln
Hinckley.
Mrs. Alice Butler. Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Mayo. Bluehill.

-o-

as

setts.

--why?

bury Cove; Mrs. Mary Stinson. Mrs.
Jennie Swett. Surry; Mrs. Sable. Brookline, Mass.; Mrs. Lulu E. Conary, West
Surry; Miss Trutidy. Surry; Mrs. Helen
A. Prince. EranHpghani. Mass.; Mr. and
Mrs. Lester
Billerica. Mass.;
Miss Anna M. Young. Boston; Mrs. S. J.

0

Fine

put

In

commission, after
in the parlor and
enjoyable program was given.
It consisted of original songs, reading of letters from absent members, an
interesting talk and
recitation by C. P. DeLaittre and wife,
also special music by Mrs. Shirley Holt
and Mrs. Lester Young.
Then Mrs. McGouldrlck presided at the piano and a
general chorus of songs was sung.
eras

Mt. Desert Ferry.
reopened last week; Mrs.
Myra Moon, teacher.
Mr. Btckmore and two daughters
were recent guests at W. P. Clarke's.
Hugh McKay, wife and title son
Gordon, of Howland, were W'eek-end
guests at W. W. Jelllson's.
Harvard Carter, wife and daughter
Hester have closed their home and
gone to Old Town, where Mr. Carter
teaches.
There was a family gathering of
fifteen at W. W. Jelllson's Sunday,
when all his children and grandchildren were present.
Mrs. Madge Dow and children, who
have spent the summer hepe, left
Sunday for their home In MassachuSchool

MAINE

TOOK PHYSIC i
EVERY NIGHT;
•

Then She Heard of “FRUIT-A-TIVES* j
and Cured Herself of Constipation

{..ns. JOHN CAR02Z!

A "'-.fori, New Tort.
“I feel it riiy duty to t ’1 you what
‘Fruit-a-lites orFruit Liver Tablets
did for me.
1 tried several kinds of physio for
over three years ; ar
of course,
while I took it every night my bowels
would move; but as soon as I stopped
taking physic, I would be constipated
and would have Piles terribly.
I heard of Fruit-a-tives’and taught
one box and took them. Now I
am not troubled any more with
Constipation and no more Piles.
‘Fruit-a-tives’ did for me what no
other medicine ever did; they left
no after-effects, and now 1 do not
have to use physic.
I recommend ‘Frult-u-tives’ to all
my frien ds”.
Mrs. JOHN CAPOZZI.
50c. a bon, 0 for 52.50, trial size 23c.
At dealers or from FKLTT-A-TIYES

Limited, OGDENSBCRG, N. Y.

•

Ku't Sullivan.
Mrs. Clarissa Johnson Sutherland,
who is a district nurse in New York,
is spending her vacation with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Johnson.
Mrs. John Bean and daughter. Miss
Sybil, went to New Hampshire with
|!to Fred Coffins on their return
home.
Miss Bean, who was valedictorian of the class of 1$20. SulHvan high, will attend normal school
in Keene. N. H.
John G. Allen has joined Mrs.
Alien at the home of her mother. Mrs.
Julia A. Dyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Floydsand daughter Mildred, of Winare
Mass.,
their guests.
throp.
Mrs. Dallas H. Hanna and three
children have returned from a summer spent at her old home at North
Head. Grand Mamin.
Mrs. Hanna
was called home by the illness of a
brother, who died soon after her arrival.
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Thomsen are
entertaining at “Hillcroft" Miss Vesta
Moore of Calais and Miss Winifred
Arnold, the author, who is pleasantly
remembered from her visit of four
years ago when she gave a reading
here from her own writings, for the
benefit of the church.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Hill entertained their daughter Lydia and her
husband, Clifford H. Richardson, before their return to Waltham. Mass.
The fair which was held at the
church August 20 for tile benefit of
the cemetery fence, was a happy and
successful gathering.
The net proceeds were $161.17.
To everyone
who aided, and for the messages of
good will, the society expresses appreciation.
The annual Sunday school picnic
was again a disappointment owing to
the weather.
The ice-cream given by
Mr. Alonzo Thomsen was served at
the grange hall.
Mrs. Annie Wilkinson Rowe and
Mrs. Blanche Wilkinson Blatehford
of Rockport. Mass., former residents
of this village, who are visiting in
Hancock, were at the fair renewing
old friendships.
Aug. 31.
H.

Mrs.

E.

Sargoptvillo.

T. Conroy and daughter
Madeline have returned to Brooklvn,
N. Y.
Mrs. Uerbert R. Roberts left last
week for her home in Northfield. Vt.,
accompanied by her nephew, Edward
Sargent, who will spend the winter
with her.
Mrs. Charles Lyons of Danforth is
visiting her mother, Mrs. W. L.

France.

Mrs. Richard Johnson of Portland
is spending several weeks with her
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Bowden of
Wlnterport spent last week with Mrs.
Clara Bowden.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Comings and
son of Winchester, Mass., spent last
week with Mr. and Mrs. Charles K.

Foster.
Mr. and Mrs. Gower of Baltimore

have returned to their home.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dority and
George Dority of Lynn, Mass., are

visiting

in town.

Guy Freethey is spending
days at home.
Miss Hart of Westboro
the guest of Mrs. Chandler
Mrs. Malcolm Sargent left
for New Haven, Conn.
Miss Chapman of the
home in Augusta was in
week.

a

few

has been
Bowden.

Thursday
children's
town last

-o-

South Deep Isle.
Harold Carman, who has spent his
vacation with his mother.Mrs. Ed.
Carman, has returned to Ansonia.

Conn.
ill.

Miss Mary E.
Mrs.

Maud

Dav^s

has been very

Watts of

been visiting here.

Boston

has

Mrs. Charles Saunders and two
children, of New York, are visiting
Mr. Saunders’ mother, Mrs. Sarah

Saunders.

Mrs. Eaton of Oceanville spent the

week-end with her
granddaughter, 3ERUT. McLAIN
Mrs. \\ llliam Shepard.
OUT WITH FACTS
flank Judkins and
family, who.attended the Bangor fair, are home
Well-Known Salvation Army Worker
Mrs Mary Fogg of West
Brabklln
Says Her Splendid Health Is dun
is visiting her
daughter, MiX Ralph
to Tanlae.
Saunders.
Mrs. Sarah
McLain, a
popular
Charles Bryant has moved to Millet Salvation
Army sergeant residing at 5
island.
He will go lobstering.
A Summer Court, Portland, Maine, is
Sept. 6.
l
now an ardent
champion of the
-omerits of the “Master Medicine” TanPretty Marsh.
lac since she began taking it a few
Mrs. W. L. Newell has closed her weeks
ago.
cottage here and gone to Quincy,
Mrs. McLain has been associated
Mass.
with the Salvation Army nearly all
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Muir and
daugh- her life and has followed the good
ter Jeanette, .who have been
guests work both in England and the United
at the Stalnacke
cottage, were called States.
She has carried on her work
home to New York
Thursday by the of charity in Portland for the past
sudden death of Mr. Muir’s father.
twenty-three years and Is highly
Miss Shirley Gray of
Amesbury, respected and esteemed by all who
Mass., is visiting her grandmother, know her.
Mrs. Josephine Freeman.
While dis issing Tanlae, which has
Mrs. Elsie Varney of
Manchester, been so beneficial to her. Mrs. McV H., is visiting her
parents, E. C. Cain, said:
Robbins and wife.
“I am deeply indebted to Tanlae
Miss Louise Lorlng of
Beverly. for the good it has done me and will
Mass.. Is visiting Mrs. Vaughn.
always praiSb it. My improvement
Misses Lillie and Hilda Stalnacke has been so great that
my friends
And Mrs. Maynard and
daughter Mil- have noticed it and have remarked
dred have returned to their home in about how well I
look.
New York.
“But before I began taking Tanlae
Aug. 30.
I was in an awful run-down condition
G.
French boro.
as a
result of a serious operation
The fair at the parish house was a three years
ago, the effect of which I
great success.
had
Proceeds, $279.
not been able to overome.
My
Mrs. Cassie Hart and son Merrill, appetite was
very poor, and having to
of Somerville, Mass., are
visiting her live on the very lightest of foods on
brother, Alfonso Lunt.
account of a weak stomach and bad
.Miss Brown of Boston, superinten- digestion, I became
exxtremely weak
dent of the#Lend-a-Hand club, was and nervous.
The work of preparing
here a few days recently,
breakfast
for
the family tired me so
addressing
the club here.
1 would have to lie down and rest,
>l»f. Annie Teel and daughter, and at times I was so nervous that I
who have spent most of the summer was almost frantic.
1 also had the
with her mother, Mrs. Alma Lunt, worst kind of pains
through my chest
have returned home.
and just felt perfectly awful.
Miss
Eva
Ajnadown, who has
"One day I was looking over the
helped Miss Chemley with the church paper and came across a testimonial
the past month.-has returned to Bos- that described my case so well that I
«
ton.
decided to try Tanlae, and 1 can
Aug. 26.
G.
truthfully say I began feeling better
right from the start and my pains
IVnobscot.
disappeared with the first bottle, I
Mrs. Susie Clement of South Or- have taken four bottles now and seem
rington. was the guest of Mr. and to be in just perfect condition. My
Mrs. Percy Perkins recently.
nerves are steady and normal and I
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Miller of Port- have strength to do my housework
land have returned home, after a va- without feeling all tired out like I did
cation here at the old home.
before, my appetite has returned and
Mrs. S. G. Varnum and son Wyman I can eat and enjoy my three
hearty
are spending the week in Camden.
meals a day and am feeling like an
Ur. and Mrs. M. A. Wardwell, entirely different person.
Tanlae is
Miss Irene B. Spelt and Leo M. Sel- one medicine that everybody should
lers spent' a few days recently in know about, and as it was a testiBoothhay Harbor.
monial that caused me to take it I
Mr. and Mrs. G. O. Littlefield have feel that I ought to make a satement
closed their house here.
Mr. Little- myself and try to help others.”
field tius gone to join his ship. l\ S.
Tanlae is sold in Ellsworth by E.
S. San Francisco, at Gloucester.
He G. Moore, in Sullivan by Dunbar
expects to come to the navy yard at Bros., in Little Deer Isle by H. G.
Portsmouth. N. H.. and Mrs. Little- Eaton, in Ashville by C. C. Small,
field wjli join him there.
in South Bluehill by M. B. Grindle,
Miss Mildred Richardson of Brewer and by the leading druggists in
j
was the guest of Miss Jeanette Sel- i every town.—Advt.
lers recently.
Leo M. Sellers and Miss Irene B.
North Rrooklin,
Spelt have returned to Boston after
two weeks here.
Capt. George \V. Herrick and wife
Mrs. Lillian Field, with daughter of Somerville, Mass., were here reLillian, of Reading, Mass., is visiting cently.
her uncle, William Hutchins.
Miss Louise Anderson has resumed
ML
Mar ie
has "nr.* to teaching in New Haven. Conn.,
high
Medford. Mass., to teach.
school, at a salary of $2,S,00 a year.
Misses Flora and Ruth Perkins are
Mrs. Margaret Dore and Misses
home from Castine, where they have Susie Wells and Fannie Dahl of Roxbeen employed.
bury. Mass., who have been visiting
Walter Leach had two fingers cut Mrs. Mattie Candage, have returned
off in the mill recently.
home.
Aug. 30.
“Woodlocke."
Frank Healey and family of Bos-oton are spending a few weeks here.
Gott's Island.
This is the old home of Mrs. Healey,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harding are who before her marriage was Miss
receiving
congratulations on the Nettie Giles. This is her first visit
here for seventeen years.
birth of twin boys, born Aug. 2S.
Mrs. Alice Candage, who some
Mrs. Clara Hodgkins is visiting her
time ago stuck a nail in her foot,
daughter. Mrs. Frank Bablddge.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Beidelman blood poisoning following, has been
of Prescott. Ark., are visiting at Miss taken to the hospital in Rockland for
treatment.
Lizzie Peterson's.
Miss Amy Dodge, graduate nurse,
Davidson
of
Percy
Wollaston.
Mass., who has been visiting here, of Boston, accompanied by Mr. Bean
of Allston, Mass., is visiting her parhas returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moore and ents, Mr. and Mrs. Mark L. Dodge.
two children, of Southwest Harbor,
Harry E. Hamilton, a North Brooklin boy, after an absence of three
are at Philip Moore's for the weekyears, accompanied by his family, has
end.
Mrs. Frank Foster and three chil- been spending a few days at his sumHe returned by
dren. of Rowley, Mass., visited her mer. home here.
auto Wednesday to Greenfield. Mass.,
sister. Mrs. Philip Moore, recently.
where
he
is
a
prominent merchant.
"Mrs. Chips, Jr."
Aug. 29.
Charles Wood Bond of Newton,
-oMass.,
closed
his summer home here
Ashville.
The fair by the Wednesday club Wednesday, and, with his family, returned to his home.
Mr. Bond has
August 26 was a decided success,
takdn an active part in religious
the society netting $180, not includwork here.
ing $78 from the Girl Scouts'booth,
Aug. 30.
“Xenophon.”
which goes to suport a little French
-oorphan girl.
West
Tremont.
The Wednesday club' will hold its
Miss Mildred Reed is home from
next meeting September 15 at Mrs.
Arlington, Mass., for a vacation.
Pettee's.
Mrs. W. Clark and daughter Julia
C. G. Small and family motored to
of Portland are spending a few days
Boisbubert island Sunday.
at
their old home here.
Mrs. W. J. Schteffelin. who went
Henry Thurston and wife, who
to New York to attend the ftineral of
her uncle. W. K. Vanderbilt, who have been in Bath the past year, are
died in Paris July 22, has returned to spending a few days at their home
here.
her summer home here.
Henry Abie's father, brother David
"Phoebe."
Aug. 30.
and sister Beatrice, of Dorchester.
-nMass., are visiting him.
Mariaville.
Mrs. Earle Farley and daughter
Mr. Campbell, the student preacher
Ariel left last week for Melrose.Mass.,
who has labored so successfully here
where
she will find employment.
and in neighboring towns, closed his
Her husband will go later.
services Sept. 5.
He is much liked
Aug. 3.
“Thelma."
by all. He is a fluent speaker, and
gives promise of attaining a high
Manset.
place in his chosen calling.
Walter Joy is home from Boston.
Merle Frost is employed at MoMr. and Mrs. David Heal and famrang's garage, Ellsworth.
William Hanscomb and wife of ily recently visited relatives here.
Bessie Clark has returned from
Stratton and Raymond Hanscomb 6f
Bar Harbor visited their mother a New York, where she has been attending summer school at Columbia
few days recently.
Arthur and Fred Moore, with the university.
F. L. Smith has moved into his
latter's little son. have been visiting
their mother.
Arthur lives In Hal- new store, recently purchased of J.
L. Stanley & Son.
lowell and Fred in Rock Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Stanley and
F.
Sept. 6.
daughter Barbara have returned to
their home in Hartford, Conn.
Oak Point.
Aug. 30.
"Lilac.”
Miss Mildred Trim is spending her
vacation with her mother, Mrs. Willis
Brooksville.
Trim.
Ira Closson and Fred Jones, who
George M. Smith and family of
have been employed on Long island,
Boston are here for a few weeks. Mr.
Smith is making extensive repairs are home.
Mrs. Everett Douglass, with grandon his cottage.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alley at son. Harold Weatherby. of Massachu"Rockledge” recently were Walter setts. is visiting her daughter. Mrs.
Duncan and family and Robert Evan May Wescott.
Lester Wescott and Russell Gray
and family, all of Chelsea. Mass.
Mrs. Cliff Doliver is the guest of have had telephones installed in their
*
homes.
M.
Mr. and Mrs. G.
Smith.
Mrs. William Hart, with children,
E. Y. Eldridge of Bangor has purMr. of Bangor, is visiting her mother,
chased the E. D. Ladd estate.
and Mrs. Ladd, who are now living Mrs. Ella'-Hart.
Miss Genevieve Allen and friends
in Greenville, are here getting their
have returned to New York.
old home ready for its new owners.
X. X.
Aug. 30.
A.
Aug. 30..

j

Stonington.
The most successful undertaking
of the Village Improvement society,
both socially and financially, was its
fair and drama August 19.
The net

CASTORIA

proceeds were $425.
The Rodgers Granite Co. quarry
has shut down for a few days, having completed the Sing Sing job. Reports are current that the company
will cut the New York courthouse

For Tnjajits and CJhildren.

job.
The republican women of Stoningmet August 23 by call of their
chairman, Margaret C. Eaton, and
perfected organization by the election of Mary Turner, secretary and
treasurer.
Committee, Margaret
Barbour. West Stonington; Emma
Small, North Stonington; Mrs. Chas.
W. Webb, Oceanville; Violet Goss.
Julia Thurlow. Annie Deane, Grace
E. Gott and Clara B. Clarke, village.
A well-attended democratic rally
was
hejd Saturday evening, the
speakers being- Mr. Tuttle and Bertrand G. Mclntire, candidate for gov-

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

ton

i

Miss

Myra Mills Is

orother,
Farmington.
Philip Crockett
Hon.

Sumner
and

visiting her
P.

Mills,

Jltcifxaf'oUDcSAHOltBOa
\
JPumpkin
ft
Senna
I
Jbctfk Sato

Bertha and Gertie are
Island Falls.
Carl Morey is spending a few days
with his mother before returning to
school in Boston.
Aug. 30.
C.

I

AnisrStett

I

Worm S*d

I

Clarified.'iagnr
navtjr

1

'U^irmrrrn

—-o-

'<JS£5SSSnsssss?

,

Facsimile

!

SijnatnreQ*

-Thirty Years'

stone.

Miss Valina Wallace is home from
Jackman, where she has been teach-

ing.
Miss Hazel Blaisdell visited in
Fairfield recently.
Miss Daisy Taylor has returned to
Washington. D. C.
Charles E. Russell was a guest in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fk E. Blaisdell recently.
Aug. 30.
B.
Great IVmd.
More sportsmen have been here
this season than usual.
J. R. Shuman, special agent, has issued fortythree fishing licenses so far this season.

Frank Collar and family, former
residents, and his son-in-law, Roy
Paulson and family, after a visit
here, have returned to Revere. Mass.
Mrs. Harry Whall of Boston, who
has been here five weeks, has returned home.
At a special plantation meeting on
August 30. F. T. Williams was chosen
road commissioner.
Aug. 30.
“Cat."
—-o-

South Penobscot.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Gray, who
have been at North Sedgwick two
months, have returned home.
The mid-summer sale was held at
Bagaduce hall August 2fi, under the
auspices of the Willing Workers.
Proceeds. $60.
Mrs. H. P. Grindle is visiting in

Camden.

Mrs. Annie Davis has returned
from a visit in Bluehill, Ellsworth
and Hancock.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Staples, who
have heen visiting their parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Staples, have gone to
Charleston for a week before going
to Waterville, where they will reside’
Miss Alma Perkins has returned
from a visit in Bangor and Hermon.
Aug. 30.
L.
-o-

Lainoine.

Eugene Covey has

gone to

Jay

to

teach.
Harold King and Herman Holt are
home from Bar Harbor, where they
Lave been employed.
Miss Harriet Goodrich has returned
to Lynn, Mass.
Capt. Fred Hodgkins is at home
from Northeast Harbor with his
yacht.
Mrs. Shirley Holt and son Ellis
have gone to Bath, where Mrs. Holt
will teach.
Sept. 4.
R,
-o-

311. Desert Ferry. »
Mr. and 3Irs. Leonard Montgomery
and baby have returned to Texas.
Mrs. Dwight Bidwell, who has been
at F. L. Colby's two weeks, left .for
her home in New York to-dav.
Mrs. Annie Spratt. who is spending the summer in Sorrento, spent a
few days recently at her home here
Aug. 30.
C

„

Mineral. NotNahcotic

at

daughters
visiting at

East Franklin.
Miss
Marvel
who
Wentworth,
teaches in Princeton, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Helen Hardison.
Everard Wentworth and family
motored from their home in Rangeley
Bake to spend a few days with his
mother, Mrs. Minnie Wentworth.
Seth(R. Scammon and wife are visiting in Massachusetts.
Sherman Joy is home from Milford,
Mass., where he has been at work on

Thereby Promoting DKeslion

Cheerfulness andResttataas
nor
neither Opium,Morphine

ernor.

Exact

Copy

of Wrapper.

CASTORIA
THE

Hancock Point.
At the annual meeting of the Hancock Point Chapel society, held Aug.
31, the following resolutions, proposed by Prof. C. H. Hawkins of
Harvard, were adopted:
Resolved, That the clerk be instructed to place upon record an expression
of the

CrTY.

Winter Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Leighton and
children, of Bath, are Visiting Mr.
Leighton's mother. Mrs. A. C. Leighton, at Mark island.
Lieut. Col. Casper Cole and Mrs.
Cole, who are spending their vacation at Bunker’s Harbor, are in town

of the members of this
the death. August 26. 1920.
Justice L. A. Emery, treasurer of
this society almost without interruption since its foundation, a sharer in
the first plans for this chapel, who for

society

CENTAUR COMPANY. NEW YORK

sorrow

occasionally.

Mrs. B. T. Bickford and daughter
Constance were recent guests of Mrs.
E. W. Bridges at Prospect Harbor.
The two trained nurses who have
been in attendance on Mrs. Nancy
twenty-three years brought to all its | Weston and her daughter, Mrs. Grace
affairs the wise couneel. just judgment ; Chadwick, have returned to Bar
Harand thoughtful devotion which he carbor, both patients being much imried into all his service to community
proved in health.
Mr.
Chadwick
and State.
came from Boston last week, and on
his return was accompanied by Mrs.
-OChadwick and daughter Elizabeth.
North Orland.
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Myrick have
O. M. Saunders has returned to
Cambridge, Mass., after a vacation gone to Boston, where Mr. Myrick
will
have a course of treatment.
with his brother, A. J. Saunders.
-Mr. and Airs. Ernest Rogers of
James Sherman
of
Bridgeport,
Conn., arrived recently to accompany Boston and Aliss Frances Dixon of
his daughter Doris home.
She has Calais, who have been at W. P. Gupspent the sunfmer here with her till’s several weeks, were joined recently by other relatives. In the
grandmother, Mrs. Mary Davis.
Mrs. Brenda Soper of Lynn. Mass., party were Mrs. Alice Tuttle of Waltham, Alass., and W. L. Dixon of
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Calais.
M. W. Ginn.
Air. and Mrs. Ray Byam and chilB.
Aug. 29.
dren and Mrs. Byam’s parents, of
South Chelmsford. Alass., are guests
Bagpipes.
of Mrs. A. J. Guptill.
The “pipes” are always associated
Air. and Airs. N. C. Noonan of
the
with the Scottish Highlands, hut
Nashua. N. H.. are visiting Mrs.
fact remains that the Scottish HighNoonan’s father, D. W. Joy.
Air. and Airs. Warren Russell of
lands were the last place on the skirts
of civilized Europe to make aquntnt- New York, who are spending the
summer at Bunker’s Harbor, have as
ance with the instrument. It was unknown there till the fifteenth century guests Airs. Russell’s mother, Airs.
AI.
C. Aliner. and Airs. Russell's
of our era. The bagpipe (savs Dr. J. Lodaughter, Priscilla, of Arlington
gie ltohertson in the “Scotsman”) comes Alass.
from the Near East: and, as a musical
--instrument of some elaboration in Its
Castine Celebration Report.
Mrs. Grace P. T. Knudson, chairmechanism, it is as old as the time of
.Tubal, Lamech’s son. the inventor (as man of the Castine carnival committee.
in a report of the recent celebraIs supposed) of harps and organs. “In
the home of Cain,” as George Eliot tion, gives the total
receipts as
There is a $2,386.53; expenses, $1,024.99; leavsays, “the arts began.”
ing a balance of $1,361.54 to be desculptured stone and temple wall evi- voted to Castine
library, hospital,
dence that it was in common use in schools and
other community objects.
China, Persia, and other countries of
The
following resolutions were
the Orient, many a long and far-re- adopted by the committee;
1
That a special vote of thanks be
ceding century before the Christian
extended to Mrs. Nellie Johnson. Mr.
reckoning of time began.
and Mrs- Bertrand
Clerque, Mr. Leonard
at

of

Harbinger

of

Coombs and others for cups and
prizes

Spring.

donated to the agricultural,
food, handfirst to the milliner
icraft and flower exhibits, and
to the
and second to the florist.
Perhaps judges who made the awards.
four months afterward the public per2
That a special vote of thanks
be
ceives her. Yet moralists and ethical
| extended to Mrs. Mary Dunbar Deverstudents have failed to pay. tribute to 1 eaux for writing the pageant and its
accompanying historical narrative, and
the two who. above all others, keep
to Miss Amy Witherle
for the use of
alive our faith in spring. How heartFort George as a stage for the
pageant.
Waltham.
is
and
it
to
see
hats
of
tulle
ening
3
That a special vote of thanks be
School in district No. 1 is open; straw pressing through the blizzard,
extended to the Unitarian
society for
Miss Isabelle A. Jordan, teacher.
wild roses smiling from a snowthe use of the parish house
and the
Mr. and Mrs. Orlando Martin of
In the Valentine piano.
weighted brim!
Waltham. Mass., are visiting their
•1
have
shown
That
month, before the swamps
a vote of thanks be
extended
son Bert.
to
all sub-committees and to
ihe pussy willow, we may meet white
every
Mrs. Hulda Kelley and Mrs. Bassit
member
of
the
and
lilac
trees
crocuses
permanent
and daffodils,
and summer
of Bangor were the week-end
guests
for
community
the
generous
help so
of Hollis Jordan and wife.
tulips, violets and iris, by merely peercheerfully given, both financially and
Snows cannot
ing through a pane.
Aug. 30.
B.
in every other way. to the end
of
mak-o——
frighten us nor ice dismay. We gaze ing the carnival the
great success it
South Hancock.
upon the jocund hats, the living bloom
proved.
C. S. Colwell and family have re- of peach and cherry and know that
turned from a visit in North Berwick. Prinmvera will not too long delay.—
Aurora.
Daniel Donohue and wife have re- New York
Re\. Mr. Hunt, who has been
Evening Post.
supturned to Quincy, Mass.
plying at Amherst and Aurora, has
Henry Rickey, wife and nephew,
finished his pastorate for the season
Oil
on
Troubled
Waters.
of Maryland, are occupying E. W.
and gone to New
Hampshire for two
Poets and philosophers of all agt>
Wooster’s farm house
for a few
weeks before returning to
Bangor
have sung of oil and its soothing qua'
weeks.
seminary.
ities.
Aug. 30.
“Why,” asked Plutarch, “do*
\y
Miss Grace Hilman is
visiting at
-0-H. T. Silsby's.
pouring oil on the sea make it clea
Tremont.
and calm? Is it for that the windMiss Leona Rodick has
returned
Mr. and Sirs. S. J. Heath and chil- slipping the smooth oil have no force, to her home in Brewer,
after several
dten. of Bangor, have returned home
nor cause any waves?”
It is told Jr with her grandparents at Aurora
after spending several davs with
Lewis Crosby and Miss Coombs
the Ecclesiastical history that the
Mrs. Heath’s father. O. M.
Kittredge. Bishop Adain gave holy oil to trav- have returned, after spending a few
Mrs Leslie J. Rich and son
days at her home.
have
returned from Rockport, where thev elers, saying: “But do you remember
Miss Arabel Rowe, who is emcast
this
to
oil
I
into
sea
the
give you
spent the summer.
ployed by the Eastern Manufacturing
and
the
wind
shall
cease
immediately.” Co., is at home on a vacation.
Aug.j30.
K
tha
Pliny the elder proclaimed
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Mace and son
-ois
soothed by oil.”
Ou»
Dougiass are spending the week-end
“everything
Partridge Cove
with
own
friends at Jonesport.
Ben
Franklin
Charles
wrote much on tin
Beattie
of
Arlington
Mr and Mrs. Baker and
Mass., is spending his vacation at phenomenon of oil on the troubled wa
friends
from Bar Harbor were
Henry Bartlett's.
ters.
It has grown to be an accepted
guests of Mr.
:md Mrs. A. R. Mace
School is open, taught bv Mrs
belief in every walk of life that where
Sunday.
The canning factory has closed
Clarence Young.
for
there is oil to be poured forth there !•
the season.
Aug. 30.
“Hubbard.”
peace.
Sept. 4.
c
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STATES THAT HAVE RATIFIED

Manager.

Co..

Illinois,
Indiana,
Idaho,
Iowa,
Kansas,
Kentucky
Maine,

Massachusetts,
Michigan,
Minnesota.
Montana,
Nebraska,

Ellsworth,

Maine.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1920

TOTAL...29
DEMOCRATIC

Mr.

Roosevelt, democratic candidate for vice-president, “fresh from
the campaign in Maine." is quoted as

predicting
20.000

Arkansas,

Utah,

Arizona,

Oklahoma,

Missouri,

Chicago last week a
victory in this
Monday. Some surprise

in

Tennessee,

Texas.

democratic

State next

TOTAL ...T

awaits Mr. Roosevelt.

STATES THAT HAVE NOT RATIFIED

Mr. Cox. the democratic candidate
for President, who has descended to

REPUBLICAN

the mud-slinging politics of a ward
politician in his campaign, now seeks
refuge behind his “candidate’s priv-

ilege’’ when asked to

appear

Connecticut,
Vermont,

DEMOCRATIC
Florida,
North Carolina,

TOTAL...2

TOTAL.2

before

STATES THAT HAVE REJECTED

the senatorial committee investigating his ridiculous charges of a $15,-

REPUBLICAN

000,000 republican “atush fund.”

DEMOCRATIC

Delaware,

Alabama,

League of Nations issue was furnished by the republican primaries in
New Hampshire yesterday.
U.
S.
Senator Moses, opposed to the League
as proposed by President Wilson, was
nominated over Huntley S. Spaulding,

champion of the League, by

a

vote of

one.

Peters and Parkhurst will have

a

big plurality in Hancock county. An
intense undercurrent of republicanism is apparent throughout the country rather than enthusiasm for candid *es, but in this county, at least,
to that undercurrent is added the
poi ularity of Peters and Parkhurst.
Every indication points to the biggest republican plurality in the history of Hancock county.
-o-

Next

Monday is

election

day

in

Maine, and for the first time women
will
vote
is
There
considerable

speculation as to what result the
female vote will have on the election,
but the prevailing opinion is that it
will merely swell the size of republican pluralities.
Enrollment in Ellswor'h. as throughout the State, supports this view, a great majority of
the women who have affiliated themselves with any party being republicans
*

r

»

•—

t

-o-

COUNTY GOSSIP.
w*”

TOTAL...I

soms.
*

*

*

Hancock county produces the first
candidate for an elective
Office. Mrs. Margaret Dyer of Bar
H:
'Or
having announced that she
will be a candidate for register of
probate on the democratic ticket.

woman

*

*

♦

Frank Fellows of Portland, son of
Oscar F. Fellows of Bucksport. for
some time clerk of the United States
District court, has resigned, leaving
the position on September 1. He will
practice law in Bangor with his
brother Raymond.
•

*

•

The four-masted schooner C. C.
Menirel came into Bluehill bay recently. passing up to Bluehill Falls, where
she is loading staves from G. M.
Allen & Son for a foreign port.
So
far as is known, this is the second
for.:-masted schooner ever in this
bay the other being the Brina P.
Pe- ’leton. 900 tons, commanded by
Ca
Sherman Hutchinson of Little
De
Isle, a dozen years ago.
Capt.
H\i' hinson astonished the natives at
th;
time by sailing
his vessel
thi igh the passage between Pumpkin Island light and Little Deer Isle,

something

never

attempted by large
by the small bay

own

high tide, and in
door-yard.” as it were, he

passed through safely.
-o-

South Penobscot.
Capt. Dudley Bridges is very ill.
Miss Lida Perkins has gone to
Searsport to teach.
j
Rev. C. A. Smith and wife, who
have spent a month at Naskeag, are
home.
Mrs. Ellen Perkins has closed her
home and is boarding with Mrs. Marjory Griudle.
Miss Kate Peterson of Portland is
visiting her aunt. Mrs. Augusta Grindle.
Vacation in Over.
Again the school bell rings at morning
and at
noon;
with
again
tens
of
thousands the hardest kind of work has
begun the renewal of which is a mental
an*! physical strain to all except the
most

~

|

j
j

rugged.

The little girl that a short time ago
had roses in her cheeks, and the little
boy whose lips were then so red you
would have insisted that they had been
“kissed by strawberries,” have already
lost something of the appearance of
health.
Now is a time when many children
should he given a tonic, which may prevert
No other it? so
serious trouble.
highly to be recommended as Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which strengthens the
nerves, perfects digestion an<J assimilat *n.
It aids mental development by
bu11 ling up the whole system
E ually good as a medicinal preparation are Hood s Pills, which are so well
adapted for both children and adults.
In small doses they are a gentle laxative in larger doses an active cathartic.
—A d vt.

|

j
He Looked Musical.
officer of the reserve was tired
after a hard day’s work, and thought
Monday.
he would like a cocktail, which he orMrs. Laura E. Allen and Ralph E.
dered. Then he bethought himself of
Allen, who have spent the summer at
H. P. Ashe’s, left Monday for Ever- the breach of discipline involved In
ett. Mass.
I serving a drink to a man in uniform.
The dance Thursday night for the
Pretty soon the dnrky returned with
benefit of the hall, was well attended. the cocktail neatly “dolled up” In a
Net proceeds, about $50.
cup surrounded by cracked ice. as
E. M. Stevens spent the week-end
The o:'icer
orange Juice Is served.
with his sister. Mrs. W. J. Lord, in
looked sternly at the waiter and a<ked
East Sullivan.
him if he did not know !>etter than to
Miss Vara Haslam of Amherst,whc
serve a drink to an officer In unit* rin.
is teaching in Sorrento, spent the
“Is you an officer, sah?” said the
week-end with friends here.
Miss Ethel Noyes, who has been
darky, innocence oozing from nvery
“Fo. de Lawd, I
employed at Grindstone Inn, is home
pore of his face.
Arthur Croison and family, whc
thought you was one of dem Sousa's
have occupied the Galbraith cottage
hand.”
left
Monday for their home in
Chicago.
His Predicament.
Sept. 6.
L.
"What is the matter with old Riley
-oRezzldew?” asked the traveling sales- j
South Hancock.
“He does not seem to like him j
man.
C. R. Wooster arrived from Ever- self."
ett, Mass., Saturday in his auto, re•Til tell you.” returned the landlord
turning Sunday with his family. Mr. of the Petunia tavern. "Uncle
Ulley
Wooster was accompanied here by
has killed the peach crop for the
Mrs. Mabelle Bunker of Billerica,
and Miss Bertha Wooster of Wal- coming season, got the League of Natham.
tions out of the way for the present,
A. E. Ritchie and family, W. M. and nohody cares a hyper wheth-r the
Simpson and wife, Mrs. Blanche climate of Mars Is henl'hy of not. so
Ritchie and step-sons Arthur and Ed- he’s kinda out of
talking points for
win. Mrs. L. A. Penney and Miss the
present, and hasn’t anyth'ng to
Baker left for their homes Friday.
about until lie gets some new
Mrs. F. M. Watson gave a house argue
ones.”—Kansas City Star.
party last Tuesday to about twentyfive guests.
A picnic supper was
served on the piazza.
The evening
Packing Cases for Rubber.
was spent in a social way with music
Before the war Japan used to supand recitations.
ply most of the packing cases used
Sept. 6
W.
for rubber sent out of Burma. Owing
-oto the Incrersrd cost and the scarcity
of shipping the Burma forest departMoon's Time for Sleep.
A little girl of three, seeing a cloud
ment took up 'he business, and now
of smoke enveloping the moon, said, supplies the boxes required, which
^<'tn fit ng
“Auntie, the moon is going to sleep yield a fair profit.
an Important local industry.
now; see 'em pulling the sheet up over
itr
An

|
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FROM AUTO. SATURDAY. AUO. 28.
between Bangor and Ellsworth, lady's
brown coat, gent's rain coat.
Finder

please notify Irving MacDonaldiGouldsboro. Me.

FOUR

YKAKS

OLlk

W. W. McCartney* 421 Water
price $4i».
•treat* Bits worth.
TWO

HOI'SKS

ON

ST
NKAH
Far parttcuS.
Stevens. 27
Ellsworth.
MAIN

I Wyman park. Ellsworth.
lars
apply to
Franklin street.

I

|

au*uon B,‘M*

WeWOM&’iSiS1
*2hr.

Frankta|3li^rd

time, at the law office of
J"graham. 4*1
Main
street
klandMain*, the following
t
'-and and
wmnn.
the A. 1 Bird * Co. store
lr,g
stand,
on
Front
gtregt
Maine, including three buildlnre
Platform arales. Fine
un>iy for
canning or other factory.
2.
Lot
of land situated at tv,
corner of Knott and
Maverick
*
in Rockland. Maine.
a.
Lot of land situated In the
of Southwest Harbor.
Hancock
Maine about midway
and Seawall, near the
Thomas Fernald. on the
‘ncludlng good spruce growth thereon'
eon'
about three acres In area.
Said Receiver may adjourn
such sal.
or sales, from time to time.
I ft.
deem It advisable so to do. or
mar .a
journ said sale from his office to
property to be sold. In either or
If occasion should
canes
require
Th.
Receiver Is authorised to reject any
all bid. and a
payment of at
twraty-flve per cent fi5 per cent 1 of
•he PHC. at which each parcel of
real
estate Is sold, must he made at the tim.
of the auction, the same to be forf.imi
If the sale for sale.) i, confirm.!
approved by the Court and the
tlve
purchase! s refuse to nav thl
respective balances on tender of dee t
or deeds.
The amount so paid to
th.
Receiver, In any case, shall be returned
If any bid Is finally rejected, er lf
th.
sale Is not confirmed and approved
by
the Court.
The right In resery.d to
re
sell the property on such notice
and in
such manner as the Court may deter,
mine.
Write for further particulars
FRANK H. rNORAJ-TAM
Receiver of A. J. Bin] & Co
Rockland, .Maine, August 3»». 19*0

real"mate
bulMl^g,

prooT«..
fK?J»

“."i;

opportunity tS

cm.»7n
residence^

between

rc«ne!

AT ► NOTICES
Notice is hereby given that the follow!**
h»ve
been made bv the probate
appointment*
C ourt within and for the
County of Hamock
State of Maine
y
Augonta D.
of
Ellsworth in
aaid county, deceased. Louise
Gray of 8*|h
Ellsworth, appointed erecutrix of th* :a,»
will and testament of aaid dercsae.i; date t
qualification August !0. A. t». iwi*.
Albert R
Bock, late of Orland. in sa d
Aus’ln 8 Buck and \h»e
county, deceased
M Buck, of aaid Orland. appointed executor,
of the last will and tea lament of «aid dr
roaaert; date of qnallfica<tou August », \ d.

EmervXate

FOB SAUL
COW.

'u.j

^

.AGENTS WANTED.
MEN OR WOMEN TO TAKE ORDERS
among friends and neighbors for the
genuine guaranteed hosiery, full line
for men. women and children.
Eliminates darning.
W» pay fide an hour
spare time or $24 a week for full time.
Write
InExperience
unnecessary.
ternational Stocking Mill* Norristown.
Pa.

GOOD

*t|»-

»hu

WOOD-SAWING OUTFIT IN FIRST*
class condition.
Address SL J. Treworgy. East Surry. Me.

TOTAL.7

[

‘r.i

W ANTED.

Denmark It I* Employed to Furmsh
Power for Many Line* of
Big Industrie*.

In 1919 peat established itself as a
fuel more firmly than ever in Dete
mark.
It Is used now by nearly all
the Industries, by the private railroads and in the country district**
where It is practically the only fuel.
purpose.
I Twelve million peat bricks were taken
; from the marshes In the Odens** dlsj trict to 191S, and while figures are not
l available for 1019, it is estimated that
VOCATIONAL, KDCCATIOX.
the number was considerably larger.
Kept Gowns of a Lifetime.
The electrical works of the town of
Looking round the prodigious di»Opportunity for H uncock County ForS vend berg
have
successfully used
play of tbe late Princess LobarmlTs
mer Service Men.
peat gas instead of petroleum. As a
at
Hofei
the
Dronot
made
clothing
you
The Federal Board for Vocational
locomotive fuel It proved to have some
Education will have a clean-up cam- womler If she over gave or threw any
disadvantages, requiring a larger bailThree
paign September 20 to 24. at the thing away In her lifetime.
er and giving off many sparks.
American Legion headquarters. 77 hundred or more tea gowns and evePeat pnalucers have complained
Central street, Bangor, for the pur- ning frocks, disposed of In the reeent
that tin* government's maximum price
pose of handling all pending as well
sale of her effects. Mere of every date
as new cases of world war disabled
on this article has made ita manufacsince her wedding trosseau.
Her body
veterans seeking the benefits of voture difficult. There have been a mim*
linen also mbs of every style from the
cational training.
her of failures. However, the quality
Only cases of service men in Penob- primitive simplicity of early Victorian of peat has been greatly Improved
tbe luxurious
to
garments
scot. Piscataquis, Washington. Han- Ideals
during the last five years, and more
cock and eastern part of Waldo coun- adopted by the Parisian coquette tohas been learned of Its possibilities*
ty will be considered at this time day.
It will therefore undoubted!) figure
The campaign is designed to do away
But the embroidered and laced house
much more than previously as an
with all delays as much as possible,
linen, the fine sheets In bundles of 36,
economic factor in Denmark.—New
and to assure direct action on all apfound more eager buyers than the
York Son.
plications.
Her fnrs were of great beaaAll men who have disabilities due clothing.
and
There
i
were coats and
ty
variety.
to service who have no records to
Physique of Country and City Boys.
show this on their discharges, and cloaks of sealskin, nf dark astrakhan,
Under the selective draft law, regiswho are not receiving compensation, all In bewildering quantities.—From
trants were given two physical examishould bring affidavits from comrades the Continental Edition of the l-onnations. one by the local draft boards
who were eye witnesses of the illness 1 don Mall.
and another by the army surgeons alor injury, or letters from family phyter the men who passed the local
sicians and former and present emHis Way.
examination
ployers stating the facts regarding
reached
camp,
I board
felt
kinds
for
after
1
“I
lost
a
spell
the manner in which these disabiliAnalysis of these records of physities handicap them in their former sold the old phi o and came down to I cal examinations shows that the counlive with my ni*- e,” admitted the reoccupations.
try boys made better records than
All men should bring with them tired farmer. “! missed the familiar
those from the cities; the white registheir discharges, and if awarded I tasks, and there weren’t enough new 1j
trnnts better than the colored, and
compensation by the war risk insur- ones to keep me busy. The familiar i the native bom better
records than
ance
bureau, letters showing the sounds, too. were abstsu. ,;nd at first
! those of alien birth. These differ*
award.
! couldn’t get used to the new ones;
All disabled soldiers applying for
j enees are so considerable that 100,900
the young Indy on rhe left tinkling the 1
country boys would furnish for the
training who need railroad transporthe
folks
on
the
right running military service 4.790 more soldiers
tation should send requests for same piano,
I
immediately to the Federal Board their talking machin-. th« feller aeroj^s than would an equal number of city
for Vocational Education, 101 Milk the street practicing h!s clarinet, and
boys. Similarly. 100,000 whites would
1
so
street. Boston.
forth.
Rut ! furnish 1.240 more soldiers- than would
They bother**! me.
bime-hy 1 took to going out on the | an equal number of colored. Finally,
West Gouldsboro.
back porch and filing a siw to quiet ; 100.000 native horn would yield 8,500
School will begin September 14. my nerves.
And ft always done so;
more soldiers than would a like numwith Miss Thirma Smith as teacher.
after a good spell of filing the noises
her of foreign.
The Importance of
Luther Smith, who has been living of the
neighborhood didn't pester me
these figures may be appreciated by
in South Gouldsboro. will occupy
|
at all.”—Kansas City Star.
! noting that 3,300 men Is equivalent to
half of Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw's house
an
regiment at full war
Infantry
this winter.

yes: els, and seldom
cor-ters.
It being

"h*.

In

ELEVEN Special Sessions of State Legislatures
to ratify the Amendment were called by Democratic Governors, to SIXTEEN Special Sessions
called by Republican Governors for the same

Miss Barbara Sargent, who has
been visiting her aunt. Mrs. L. W.
Sargent, returned to Green Lake

t.c

RECEItKR'il

Pursuant to an order and d—
Supreme Judicial CourtTin K?*. #t
the county of Knot
'’“If,
Maine, dated August
2B
lv>!iate °*
undersigned. Receiver or 'a j £.
Co. will eeTi at public
highest bidder, upon the teJm*0 tk*
conditions hereinafter set tor!h
*nd
,nfcJert to the confirmation ami n,,
sald Court, uni™
•*
private sale, on Prldav Sent .ml d *•
ISJO. at one o’clock ,. m
*«•
the
for

8ea„,n*°.f

FOUNT)
ROWBOAT. FOUND IN UNTON RIVER
bay. Owner may have same by applying to Morton Whitcomb. Ellsworth.

PEAT ESTABLISHED AS FUEL

—

Our North Sedgwick correspondent
sends us a branch from a crabapple
tree in the orchard of Mrs. Charles
Closson. bearing both fruit and blos-

Admiration Goes Out to Him.
We may say a fellow shows bad
taste In devoting his life to painting
or sculptorlne. but at the same time
most of us have a sneaking admiration for the one who can naturally do
things we can't.

—

Mississippi,
Georgia,
fftmth Carolina,
Maryland,
Louisiana,

A pretty good idea of the attitude
of the people of New England on the

two to

name

Nevada.
New Hampshire,
New Jersey,
New Mexico,
New York,
North Dakota,
Ohio,
Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island,
South Dakota,
Washington.
West Virginia,
Wisconsin,
Wyoming,

Colorado,

Business communications should be
addressed to. and checks and money
made
to
orders
Hancock
payable

Publishing

Deadwood Dick Is dead.
His real
was Richard Bullock, and he
died most conventionally at an age of
seventy-five years In a hospital at
Qlendale. Cnl.
Deadwood Dick should have been
the happiest of men.
Few men can
pass twilight years illumined by the
glow of their past Few men are
privileged to read heroic ties about
themselves which are founded on a
modicum of truth.
Achilles never
read the “Aeneld.” Satan never read
“Paradise Lost." unless he hgd perused It since Milton's day by the fltfnl
flames of his platonic abode.
Siegfried never scanned the “Nlbelunglied."
The greatest heroes of the
i greatest lies by the greatest Unrs have
| met their end believing they would be
unhonored nnd nnsung hy posterity.
Not so with Deadwood Dick.
His
snga was at his ell>ow these several
decades.
All he bad to do was to
take down one of the volumes over
which the boys of a generation or two
ago pored to realize what a great man
he had not been.
And all the time
: he had the consciousness that he really had passed wonderful days on
mountain and plain, hauling gold by
; *tage through perils created by nature
and by man—that there was enough
; of the heroic to justify the modern
| minstrel.—Cincinnati Times-Star.

REPUBLICAN

California,

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
.$2.00
One year
■x months .$1.00
Three months .50c
■Ingle Copies .6c

County

Famous “Deadwood Dick*” Lived and
Died In Full Appreciation of Hie
Great Popularity.

AFTERNOON

at
MAINE
ELLSWORTH,
by the
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

Nature's Busy Workers.
In the great office of nat«-« there
are
Innumerable departments with
endless work going on, and the fine
flower that you behold there, gaudily
attired and scented like a dandy, la by
no means whst It appears to be, but
rather Is like a laborer tolling In the
sun and shower, who has to submit a
clear account of his work and has no
breathing space to enjoy himself Id a
playful frolic.

IDOL OF SMALL BOY

Benj.

OVERLAND ROADSTER CONDITION
I rood; price on aplleatlon.Cyrus Owath! ney. I Ash Row. Bar Harbor.

Marian H McFarland, late of Bar Hsc-.r
in said county, deceased. Altar ) Met*r sod
of said Bar Harbor, appointed executor of
the laet will and teatamnu of aaid d,
aw cl
FIGS; GOOD THRIFTY 4 WEEKS-OLD date at
qualification August :s. A I) ;>>
Fred G.
pigs. $5.
Smith. Ellsworth.
Mat> L. Cobh, late o# Buck*p><rt. n *a:d
I Telephone. 122-13.
Charles O
oownky, dec*-aaed
p.'.-riurv of
Free moat. Nebraska, appointed %.!>
TWO COWS; PRICES $100 AND $123.
with the will annexed of ihe ests-c of
I Apply to Ralph Ik Cushman. Ellsworth. tor
said deceased; date of qua !fie non mgud
f the
HOUSE AND LOT IN' ELl-3WORTH; 1*. v* D. IM. No* being •% residei
B* a it-of Maine, he ban appointed T M
uh
j for sale or to let; very reasonable of
Hackaport, in tbe eonnn of M .:, ,v *
Harry L Crabtree.
! terms.
tHate of Maine, me bis agent in said Bute of
PIGS;
A
1.80
SIX
GOOD
WORK
|
Milas.as the law di’cci*
| horses. PrU es and terms rtghti M. R.
F.iicabeth Gott, late ol Bloefci
u
,*id
t?arltsl*\ City Farm. Ellsworth.
ooumr. decease*].
Arthur
H:u* 4..e
of
said, Biuebtll. appointed admini*’-.hp with
TO LET
the will annexed of the pstat* of *a«t drceased; Bate of qualification Augu* %. a L>
HOUSE FOR RENT.
APPLY TO MINA ltJ0»
K. M<'Kenslf. Ellsworth.
Mary 8 Blodget, late of hnckaport, in
said countv. deceased. Benjamin P. B oi*et
M\LK HELP WANTED.
and* Fred 8. Biodgrt of aaid B s. kspo” appointed executors of thr isat wtl ..no :rataWITH
WANTED—MAN
TEAM
OR; ment of aaid '“ceased, aate «l qualification
auto, who can give bond to sell 137 Jaijr 18. A. D. 1W0
Watkins home
and
farm
products.
Henrietta Bake# Hoj-ih. late of Bar Harbor,
concern
of kind in world.
Biggest
ia said
deceased. Henry M. Sunta of
I1M4 to $5000 yearly inceme. This mW Barcounty,
Harnor. ap ointed admicist rator of
county open.
Write to-day i» J. R. the estate of said deceased; date of
qua.triesWatkins Co.. Dept. 11$. Winona,
non August 14. A. D IW
Sarah W Tracy, late of (icuhlibn*
a Mid
c sent)
W.
deceased.
F
Bruce of **id
FEMALE H P f.P WAifTKD.
Goulds boro, appointed administrator of tbe
estate of saad deceased; dat a ol qualification
WOMAN
FOR
GENERAL
HOUSE- ! Aagust 10. A D- iMM
work; no washing.
Mrs. K K. Bridges.1
W» Hewey, late of Bocktpoit. ic
Newburgh-on-Hudssn. N. Y. Apply Ioj • Me'.ville
»<i county, deceasedYou* M
Hrwri of
Mrs Cora Reynolds* It. F: D..4. Ellhsaid Buckapoxi. appointed adiuinistr*'mi of
worth. Maine.
tke estate of said deceased; date of qualifica3f»0 GIRLS AND WOMEN
WANTED tion Auguat 8. A. D 14)4.
White Mountains. PoLaura A. York. !*t* of Brookiiu. in Mid
i for Ml. Klneo.
land and ail the lending and reliable county, deceased.
hr «* of
Oliver li.
aumtner and jvar-arounti hotels.
Our Thomaetou.
apposottHi adorn, vtrator
list is a big one.
of the relate of said deceased date d qu*.:*
Don't engage anywhere until you call or correspond with Qcatioo August 3. A. D. 13*4.
u»
it will pay to do s'*. All fine tRe
Cbarle# K. Darned*, la a of Bar Hs-'or. o
Augusta Dame** of
hotels.
Fares
paid, good treatment* aaid county. *ceased
Write to the Maine Hotel Agency. 47 •aid Bar Harbor, appointed sdaim* ratnx of
the eatiute of said deceased; date of ,4 tfic aMain St...
( establish**!
Bangor. Me,
lf*l) and get the best. Tel connections. tiou Ai«uit 3* A. L>. 14)4.
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nirit*
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?*trat.‘iD. latro; Minu
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Chester W Mrilira of
county, defense*'
•TATE OF HLU.NK.
•aid Hancock, appointed adtnini»t*ator of
»d>
To all persons intereiMed in either of the estate of said .ijce*t©*J, date uf
the estates hereinafter named:
bcatl-m Ailguti 4. A. D. 1WW
e Court sold at Ellsworth
At a Pro!.
asoot
I'm
of
W.
late
LittieJitirl.
I in and for the County ot Hancock, on In Bradley
said oouuiy, aeceaseo
Frank K ! nuhax
the
of
A itgritt
twentye/otirth
day
of said Pei obteat. appointed ed nnti: *t' star
in the ve»r
Lord one thousand of trees’ ate of ae d decassort; date •! .aa.i! nine hundred and County and by ad- (icaitou July 4k. A. IJ. iMu.
journment from the seventeenth dwy of
Men K H**ieiu. late of Walthan..
said Aukuw A. I>. 1&20 term of said
co
o«a*aecAt.
Ilaymond R lia-».am if
court.
The follow:»g. rniutum hiring
Mathis*,
Maine. I^ppolbtr i admit. *<r* •- at
I be« n presented for *3ie action then-upon ih* estate 01 said a erasaed; dan f ,aa»ihereinafter indicated, it i» hereby or- flc-silnn Asgust Kk A D.
dered
Newell fids*’ < after, tate of Mi. b**«rt.in
That notice thereof be given to all
arter cf |
hlatou
f*id count!. dfMreaseo.
persons Interested, by ca.ualng a copy
orator
uaid
Mown* iPwrrt. spptdnted ssiu.
of this order to be published three
dal- ’I
of tbe eate.a of;said deceased
weeks successively in The Bits worth
fication August. 1. A. D. t»2«
American.
newspaper published at
Winnie h. Hop ins. late ^f brMCfport
Ellsworfa. In said county
that they
iooiM
m:.y appear at a probate court to b I Connecticut*. deceased.
held at Ellsworth on the fourteenth day | Hopkuia, ot said Brut jopon, appo::
•.*»*»/••
tmaiairator <4 the es«ste «»f said
of September A. D
at ten of the*
clock In the forenoon .and be h**arrf dale of quaitiiatioti Jat'y *7. -V !>• M
beiof a reiadeni ol the Hi*/'- "f
thereon if they see cttuse
strength.
l,:
B'-XkiiHowland B. Brown* late of Castln*. ! hae appoiiatrd listen! F
marbor. Iu the Couw»' of Hascock.
in the County of Hancock deceased.
A MaJne. vv its
j! Malne*
\
agent in *a>4
certain
instrument
to
be
the
purport log
Endurance Test.
as vne lew* direct*.
; last will and testament of said tfeAr»Ul*W. Clark, or SOW**.'! K.
The setting for the tale Is l.a Jolla,
ceas*d. together with petition for proKisnu E* S*»t *.«*.*> uf M‘p
baw thereof, presented by Walter C. 1; said county
a small town near San Itlegn.
It Is a
appoint'd con«erv»tor«
Brown, one- of th* executors therein Soalbmwl fiarbre.
'.IMunuuf Said \t\ux* W V .•:
place that Ixmsts of great swimming named
10. A, L>. Mk>
ifpgstion
August
mia
and many other attractions, besides a 1
Henry Clark. lato of Southwest Har***
Mary A. Kragdoti «»4 Frank.■■*'r*®
bor. In said county, deceased.
First acA little maiden, whom we
museum.
el
>Siuur,
A
j
Uragiiou
rr/ant of George R. Parker, adminls- ci'Ututj.
ot
lm. appointed guardian ol the
will call Nellie, was passing the mu- trator. filed for settlement.
dale ol qua.incit*-*
A.
Mare
Bragdou;
Malcolm Graves, Alice V. Graves. ArBoth were
seum with her mother.
..U4-asi 7. A. D. IMP
nold K. Graves. L&wrls
N.
Graves,
newcomers In the town and were tak- I Raleigh
M< »BhKl P.K1 NCi
P. Graves and
Virginia €k
KefUlM
ing their first sightseeing tour. Nellie Graves, minors of Mount Desert, in said
at
this &r»t •!*> of
Bated
First
Ellsworth,
account
of
ounty.
Alice
glanced up at the sign in front of the Graves, guardian, filed for settlement. T. her A D. 1PM.
__
Robert Crosgrove. late of Castln®. in
museum—“Man-eating shark. Fifteen
STATE Or MUM
So the two passed said county deceased. First and final HANCOCK as.
cents admission."
pn
account of Carrie
C.
Ladd, adj»!»»aAt a probate court held a* 1
on.
Two or three hours later, mother tratrix. filed for aettlemeat.
In and £or sad* county of Hai.
Bradley W. Littlefield, late of Pe- ihetw*?*tw-fourth day of Aug’.iat
and daughter came back by the same |
■
nobs, ot
In
said
deceased.
county,
year eX our Lord one thousand
route, and again passed the museum. 1 First and final
brine an
account of Frank E.
hundred
and
twenty,
Dunbar, administrator, filed for settle- journed Be**ion of the August aThe sign, of course, was still there.
I92tt term of aald court.
NelUe could not he silenced. "Is that | nieist.
l0
Arvilla W. Clark, of Southwest HarA certain instrument purr
man still eating the shark?" she asked.
bor in said county.
Petition filed by be a copy of the last will an*1 Tr
w
“I should think he would get tired."— Emma C. Norwood, conservator, for of Catherine H. \\*sgatt. late ol
! license to sell certain real estate of ton. In the county of Suffolk etui
*■
Pittsburgh
said Arvilla W. Clark, sttuated in said
monwealth of Mass:, ch use 11*. .<•»*
and
Harbor
more
fully and of the probate thereof 1®
j Southwest
described in said petition.
commonwealth of MASaachus>
;
r* rj
Diplomat! at Washington.
Henry Clark, late of Southwest Har- authenticated, having been
There are 42 accredited representa- bor. in said county, deceased. Petition to the Judge of probate for
0
H.
admin- County of Hancock for the pu.
Parker,
h<
tives of foreign governments In Wash- filed by George
istrator. that the amount
of the
In- being allowed, filed and record*'
p
ington. Besides these there are many heritance on the estate of said de- probate court of our said Counu
unofficial representatives of nationali- ! ceased be determined by the judge of Hancock.
.u*reof M
probate.
ORDERED. That notice
from the
ties seeking recognition
Josephine E Carpenter, late of Bar given to all persons interested
pf
Chief among Harbor, in said county, deceased. First in by publishing a copf °‘
American government.
-n.i
and final account of Agnes Carpenter der three weeks
the latter are representatives 6f th!
H
0
and Edith Carpenter Macy, executors,
American.
Ellsworth
Co
J.,
Irish. Ukrainians. Armenians, Lithu- filed for settlement.
printed at Ellsworth, in said ‘u
the
to
p
E.
Hancock,
Witness
Bertrand
Clark,
of
prior
Judge
anians and Albanians. Only the states
of
said court at Ellsworth this twenty.September
day
ea
of Monaco and San Marino, two of fourth day of August in the year of 1920.
that
3
they
, eid
then to b
o
the smallest republics In the world, our Lord one thousand nine hundred at a Probate Court for aald
and twenty.
Ellsworth, in and
tne fore
are without representatives.
Hancock, at ten o clock in * * the;
ROBERT P. KING, Register.
and show cause, H
A true copy.
noon,
;
Attest:
ROBERT P. KING.
have’
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Polar Caps on Venus.
According to Edward M. Nelson,
writing In the English Mechanic, polar
capa were plainly visible on Venus last

June In his three-inch refractor, power
160.
They are described as of Intense whiteness, resembling that of the
crater Aristarchus on the moon.
A
similar observation Is reported from
Flammarton's
at
M.
Javobservatory
Isy, France.

‘*nljr

Register
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
ALICE H. SCOTT,
Specialty made of
ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
of Portland, fo- furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Agent Oliver Typewriter.
Typewriter supplies.
No
1 School St.. Ellsworth. Me.
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BOVS' CONFERENCE.

HELGOLAND OF THE ADRIATIC

PUBLISHER i This feature is sent to
NOTE
you, transportation prepaid and is for use without
TO

Island of Cherso Hm

Importance

charge

on

the

Maine Central Railroad

Annual Session anfl Field Day at Seal
Harbor This Week.
The annual Hancock county conferunder
the supervision of the Y.
ence.
M. C. A., will be held at Seal Harbor
Friday. Saturday and Sunday next.
The annual conference and field day
has been growing in interest and attendance each year, and this year it
has been found necessary to limit attendance to four boys and an adult
leader from each church. Scout organization. club or school In the
The delegates must be at
county.
least fourteen years of age.
They
will be entertained free in private
homes.
It Is expected about 200
boys will attend.
The conference will open Friday
evening with a banquet in Neighborhood hall.
Dr. E. K. Dunham of
New York and Seal Harbor will preside.
of
Schools Frank E. McSupt.
Oouldrick of Bar Harbor will act as
toastmaster.
Dr.
Henry VanDyke
will be the principal speaker of the
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AM
PMlPM
PM
PM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
the passage of any law concurring in the Volstead Act in its kets. and, over a blue cloth gown, an will be the speaker.
*
to conductor.
or.on
Included, t Daily, except
present form.
Daily,
Sundays
apron of exquisite embroidered patSnwd^Pl£“
*i*“al
BORN.
OUlv; na.ly, except Saturday,
r DaiU-.
except Monday,
y Mond?vd^i'„
The nomination of Governor Cox of Ohio for the presidency tern. About her neck an unmarried
t Pullman passengers
day onlj. ,?UBdV*
cnly. e.Monday, Wednesday and Saturday.
SHEA—At Ellsworth. Aug. HO. to Mn
acontmeuclug September 13, will leave 3 20 p. m
by the Democrats is a big victory for our interests and it can girl wears n string of coins and rings
and Mrs. Emmons L. Shea, a son.
bcommencing September 18, will leave
be attributed to a great degree to the activity of our trade or- which comprise her dowry. Formerly SflEEDY—At Bucksport. Aug. 28. to 3.50 p. tn. c discontinued after September 11. d contmenciug September 19, will leave 3.55
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Shecdv. a
p. m. e commencing September 19, will leave 4.25 p. m.
g discontinued after September 12.
ganizations here in New Jersey and throughout the nation. the men wore their hair in a plait,
daughter (Margaret Ellen).
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
which
their
wives
STRATTON—At
were
to
Hancock.
a
14.
is
exacted
to
Aug.
Governor Cox
pronounced "wet” and he can be relied upon
Vice-President aud Gen. Mgr.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl C. Stratton, a son.
General Passenger Agent,
to approve an amendment to the Volstead Act as suggested comb, adorn with ribbons and charms, \\ JOBBER—At Ellsworth Falls. Sept. 3.
Portland Maine.
and anoint with fats."
to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew A.
Webber,
above. It is now up to our trade organizations to stand uniteda
daughter (Bernice May).
EN'TII ORTH—At Pucksport. Sept. 1.
ly behind the ticket of Cox and Roosevelt and roll up such a
North Hancock.
Massasoit Statue.
left Saturday for their home in
to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence M. Wentmajority as will show convincingly that the public well is in our
worth, a son (George E.).
It Is thought that the bronze statue
Kermit Graves returned to Bangor Bridgeport, Conn.
favor. Are you going to help?
Of course you are.
of Ma^asoit which is to be
Saturday, after spending the summer
Mrs. Walter Smith and daughters
presented
with his grandparents. J. N. Marshall Janet and
This is going to be the greatest political fight in the history to the town of Plymouth by the naMARRIED.
Margaret, of Orono, were
of the United States.
Your liberty and mine has been taken tional organization of the Improved BETTEI,—PERKINS— At Bluehill.Sept. and wife.
week-end guests of Mrs. Warren
Miss Celia Foss commences her Moore.
4.
Rev.
R.
M.
<
by
Miss
>rder
of
Trafton.
Ruth
us.
has
Red
from
Our business
been unjustly confiscated. The
Men will be located on
Bet tel of Blueh ill to Guy V. Perkins school at Ellsworth Falls to-day.
Mrs. A. E. Gray is suffering from
of Brooksville.
rights of the people have been seized and they are lined up with Watson’s hill instead of Cole’s hill,
E. L. McKay returned to Bangor
blood-poisoning in her hand.
BILLINGS—WITHEE
At Swan’s Iswhere some of the Pilgrims lie who
us in the mighty struggle that is soon to be decided by the
after
a
week
Saturday,
with
his
Mrs. Will Smith and daughter Jesland. Aug. 24. by Rev. Roy S. Graffam.
pardied during the first winter after their
Miss Nora E. Billings of Little Deer ents, J. W. McKay and wife.
Dame oi me Danot.
sie, of Buck’s Mills, spent a few days
Isle to Ernest R. Withee of Swan’s
Mrs. C. A. Nevers of Tewksbury, last week with
The recent decision of the United State. Supreme Court 1 arrival at Plymouth. This latter place
friends here.
Island.
is considered more appropriate than
Mass., is visiting her brother, J. W.
A special meeting of Victory
BREWSTER
ATWOOD
has thrown the question of Prohibition squarely into politics. I
At Bucksgrange
McKay. Mrs. Nevers has been ill, was held Saturday
role’s hill, as it was resorted by Inport. Sept. 6. by Rev. William Forevening in honor
It is the vital issue in the Campaign that is now under way. The I dians and
syth. Miss Ruth Dorothy Brewster but is recovering.
of
E.
H.
they not only lived there,
of
Libby
Auburn,
secretary
to George Warren Atwood,
jr.. both
out of the campaign. ! but had feasts, ns remains have shown
Sept. 6.
prohibitionists tried to keep the
M.
of State grange.
All were glad to
of Bucksport.
-omeet him and listen to his interestThey feared the vote of an outraged and indignant public, while skeletons of the original inhabi- FLOOD—GOULD—At Ellsworth Falls.
North Orlantl.
Sept. 6. by Rev. R. B. Mathews. Miss
ing talk.
It is up to us—members of the organized liquor trade—to tants have been found. Their name
Gertrude M. Flood of Ellsworth Falls
Walter Saunders and son Olin reMrs. Walter Soper and children, of
to George H. Gould, jr.. of Ellsworth.
for the place was Cantangantlest. It
force the fight. That is just what we are doing.
turned to their home in Cambridge. Lynn, Mass., are’
LAWSON—WIIJSON—At Bar Harbor.
visiting her parents,
was south of this hill tin* settlers first
We have issued the challenge.
The Anti-Saloon League
Sept. 1. by Rev. Charles L. Kinney. Mass., Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Ginn.
heard
the
Helen E. Uwson to Reed M. Wilson,
Indians
and
on
the
crest
James
Sherman
and
daughter Doris
Is forced to fight. It has made an appeal for a $30,000 fund to
Sept. 6.
B.
both of Chicago.
of the hill they appeared to the peoSPENCER—TRACEY—At Veazie. Sept.
elect dry Congressmen who will uphold the Volstead Act and
1. by Rev. B. P. Browne. Miss Lucy
ple In the colony. It was there also
dry candidates to the State Senate and Assembly to force rati- they came from when Massasoit came
A.
Spencer of Veazie to Ralph F.
Tracey of Dedham.
fication of the Eighteenth Amendment on New Jersey. There across Town brook to make the famous
is no question about the Anti-Saloon League’s ability to raise treaty with the whites.
DIED.
the amount asked. How much can we raise?
Interested persons have been lookWe must have money at once to carry on the work that we ing over the hill to ascertain what it ABBOTT— \t Hancock, Sept. 4. Mrs.
Ernest E. Abbott, aged 58 years. 4
have planned. Do not think for a moment that there is plenty offered for a site for the monument to
months. 9 davs.
Blueh ill. Sept. 2. Blanchof time to give between now and election. The fall will be too the great Indian chieftain, and there is BOWDEN—At
ard D.
Bowden, aged 38 years. 6
late. Money must be had immediately if we are to maintain at least one open lot which commands
months. 13 days.
are
Because
built
to
CLARK—At Ellsworth. Sept. 8. Mrs.
our headquarters and continue the propaganda that is neces- a fine view of the bay and town.
Almira Joy Clark, aged about 84
the
needs
of
Maine
meet
homes.
years.
sary in the drive to win public opinion. This is the second apThe Winner.
CLEMENT—At
Penobscot.
4.
Sept.
that I have sent you. The first you evidently overlooked.
William B. Clement, aged 69 years. 6
There are brides and brides and
months. 22 days.
Liberal in sizes of firebox,
would not bother you now if it were not for the fact that your after all of them we often hear some
DEAN—At Ellsworth. Sept. 6. Selden
own interests hang in the balance just as much as mine.
Let one speak longingly of “the old-fashN. Dean, aged 69 years. 9 months. 25
flues
and oven,
in
days.
me beg of you to remain loyal to the cause to the finish.
Make ioned bride." hut the other day we met SPURLING—At
Islesford. Aug. 31 Agthis your last contribution if you will but give—give something. one who certainly bent nil the oldnes Spurling. aged 9 years. 2 months.
for
manufacture,
1 day.
Your record on the roster of your local associations and fashioned ores we had ever heard of. STAPLES—At
Deer Isle. Aug. 23. Rolwork.
lins B. Staples, aged 56
also on that of the State League showed that you have been loy- She was In a furniture store hunting
3
years,
months. 12 days.
the furniture to put In their now
al

LIQUOR DEALERS ASK FOR

FUNDS TO
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CANDIDATE COX AS A PRONOUNCED "WET”
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MAINE HOUSEKEEPERS
LIKE CLARIONS
they

right

real

fl

ready

and regular in the past. Do keep that record unsullied to the
I have always had your co-operation in the past
very end.
please let me have it now for the Federations to put up a bigger fight than it ever made before.
So that we may know at once just what our resources are,
may we not ask you to promptly return the inclosed card filled
out with your remittance.
Jump in and help us fight. Give as much as you can afford.
This is not merely a battle to save your business but one to
preserve something more sacred namely, your personal liberty.

Yours fraternally,

home. Tin* clerk was vainly trying to
talk her Into buying some which sin*
felt that they could not afford.
As
a particular Inducement In* said: "Rut
really this is a wonderful bargain, you
can’t afford to let It go.”
The girl smiled at him. “But I can't
afford to buy it.” she returned In a
perfect good humor, “and besides I’ve !
got such a wonderful husband that I |
don't ne.*d other wonderful things— ;
not

A

PRESIDENT.
-North Franklin.
Otis.
of Washington and
Saturday, Aug. 2S, A. O. Morriar“ Coogins of
Eastbrook spent a son’s colonial home and grove were
da>'s recently with their brother.
the scene of the Morrison reunion.
Aiouzo B. Wilbur.
which has been held there for ten
" illard Foss and little son ;
Win18'.i
Forty sat down to dinner In
*a™ are spending a few weeks ; years.
the
grove, and It was indeed a feast,
th her
parents before going to served
by the hostess, Mrs. A. G.
Wesford for the winter.
I Morrison. At the business meeting.
"un'b will soon be at home A. G. Morrison was elected president
East -Maine general hospital and treasurer, Charles L. Smith of
In
wbere she was operated Hancock, vice-president,
Mark C.
nn„
Ion .ngor’
for appendicitis.
j Morrison of Bar Harbor, secretary.
Louise Bunker of Franklin spent The day passed all too soon. It
days recently with her uncle, i was voted to hold the reunion next
«i
Alonzo
B. Wilbur.
August at the same place.
HiPer has purchased a farm
Despite the bad weather, quite a
in
and will move there number cameto the Salisbury reunion
Thursday. Dinner was served in the
antl Mrs. Nathun Collar, Jr., I house.
Those from out of town pres“““ Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Collar, of j ent were Mrs. Lettie Cuthbertsoh,
*rviHe.
ure spending a few days : Mrs. Laura Graves and Ralph Lally
w„
Parents. Mr. and Mrs. N. and wife of Ellsworth. Mrs. Grace
U
Barron. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Frost
and Mrs. Alonzo Wilbur spent 'and Mrs. Benjamin Frost of Mariawith Mr. Wilbur's father. ville.
The following officers were
Wilbur, in Eastbrook. All elected: Harold Salisbury, president;
dlen
were
at home, and eleven Willis E. Salisbury, vice-president;
vr..f2l
Erma Salisbury, secretary; Fannie
' ida Cousins is at home from
Young, treasurer. It was voted to
“<las,
Harbor, where she has hold the next reunion in the same
bee,
e

Emily Coombs

n.lhe

j

f*-me8

^Eastbrook,
snjlr'

,.0t1|,eir

Snn*f'
bis^nM?

Brandchiuireu,
e.;r,‘8s
tl

employed
«

Spec.

place.
Sept. 6.

"Davis.”

even

bargains.”

Reg,-owing Legs.
starfish, seised l».\ one of Its

MU) QF TH UCK9.
publicly to express our sinappreciation of many thoughtful
George H. Gould of Ellsworth,
<

We wish
cere
to

part of neighbors and friends in our
bereavement, and for beautiful flowers
sent; we wish especially to thank the
crews of the trains and the steamers
Norumbega and Rangeley.
E. E. Abbott.
Mrs. Fred E. Grant.
Ml. Desert Ferry, Sept. 8, 1920.

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

arms,

surrenders this to the captor and escapes with tiie other four, regrowing
tin- missing part at Its It finite leisure.
A srarfl<h may Jerk off each of its five
arum seized In succession; it may cast
off an injured or parasitised arm; in
rare cases there Is multiplication by
Sea cucumbers discharge
division.
their viscera in the spasms of capand may thus escape from an
ture
The replacement of
astonished foe.
the food canal is sometimes accomplished in ten days though it may
take as many weeks.

High

Grade Granite and Marble

Monuments, Tablets and Markers

j
j

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

MEN WANTED
at the

Everett, Mass., Plant
of the

New

England Structural Co.

Town.
little seaport In New Zealand. ;
A
called Russell, was described as the j
sleepiest place in the world. Herbert
Garrison, a lecturer, said residents of \ over 21
years of age to
the town took life so easily that, alfish
in a Structural
the
were
out
of
as
though
jumping
the water asking to be caught, the
Steel Plant.
people preferred to eat tinned salmon
Rather than
from British Columbia.
Works, three miles from
be put to the trouble of milking their
cows,
condensed
own
they Imported
Plant
Boston.
milk from Switzerland.
World’s

Laziest

50 Able Bodied Men
[start

helpers

Air Travel
Popular Soon.
Henry Ford says that Berlin, London and New York will, within a few
years, be ouly a day apart. The Pacific will be crossed by air ahd transcontinental travel In light and speedy
f
will be common within three
^ airships
to five years.
to

Be

increasing.
Work permanent. Splendid
opportunity to advance.
Call

on or

write

H. C. WINSLOW, Employment Mgr
Na« England Structural C« Everett. Mass

ly
SolJ

by

Sunset.
Rev. O. J. Guptill. a former pastor
here, occupied the pulpit Sunday.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Ferguson
ot Belfast are at Mrs. E. H. Colby’s.
Henry Haskell has returned to his
home in Cliftondale. Mass.
Charles Webb of Stonington died
September 3.
Ella Downs of South Deer Isle is
aunt. Mrs. A. T. Small.
Dr, M. M. Small and wife have returned to Waterville, after a visit to
his father. E. S. Small.
Walter
H. Small arrived home
Monday from Bangor, where he visited his brother. Dr. A.E.Small.
He
also visited his sisters in Camden.
Mrs. Ethel Eaton, who has ben visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Thompson, in Camden, is
home.

Sept.

WOOD ® BISHOP CO.
Bangor, Maine

E*’*alibh*a

TheJ. P. ELDR1DGE CO,

visiting her

6.

‘‘Sadie.”
-o-

Subscribe for The American
$2.00 a year.

thorough
rugged

INC., Ellsworth,

Me.

PLUMBING
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and
HONEST

Jobbing.

WORK: HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mall orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

_

FULL LINE OF

FARM MACHINERY
CREAM

SEPARATORS,

DRESSING

SPREADERS
KEROSENE
ENGINES

Machine parts carried in stock. All
kinds of repairing promptly done.
..

L. E.

TREADWELL,
Ellsworth,

Agent for International Harvester Co.
of

America.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

All Kinds ol Liundry Work
NAPHTHA CLEANING
Woods called for and delivered

Special attention

to parrel post work
H. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
State Street.
Ellsworth. Me

West Franklin.
Alden Dyer and family have moved
into the Pearl Coombs rent.
Mrs.
Dyer will teach here.
Mrs. J. A. Coburn of Great Pond
is visiting her nephew, Lewis Shuman.

Caleb Bradbury of Old Town is visiting his mother, Mrs. Ella Bradbury.
Arthur I’rann has gone

to*Brooklin

principal of the higl^ school.
Paul
Hodgkins of Portland is
spending a few days here. His sister Phyllis, who has been with lie;

as

Llnwood Moseley and family, Harr)
West Sullivan.
Idalwdl
Coombs and family, Rena Coomb.The community was shocked anc
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hooper have
Mr. Pinkham. Valina Shuman am
returned to Hartford, Conn., after saddened last Tuesday, when llttli
Harry Brooks.
spending the summer with Mr. and Agnes Spurllng. aged nine years, was
called from this life hv the dreaded
Harvey Saunders and family o
Mrs. Alvin Hooper.
Boston and Mrs. William Paralow o
Alex Weather bee was called to disease, infantile paralysis. Although
Portsmouth arrived Sunday for *
Lincoln Thursday by the illness and very young, she realized her condivisit.
I death of his grandfather. Alexander tion. and tried to comfort those ahoul
William Maher, who has been em
her. smiling in her last ronscloui
; Matthews.
ployed at Rumford. Is visiting hit
Mrs. Henry Bunker is visiting in moments upon those at her bedside
sister. Mrs. C. E. Butler.
Much sympathy ts extended to the
j Steuben.
Annie Dyer arrived Saturday fron
Miss Margaret Moore of Brooklyn. bereaved parents and the grandfathei
Watervilie to begin school at Egypt
N. Y„ was a recent guest of her and grandmother, who had planned
Alice Ryder will teach at Eastbrook
such a bright future for the Httie one
cousin. Mrs. H. H. Havey.
j
.Miss Ola Smith left Saturday foi
Puritan temple, Pythian Sisters, Agnes was a very bright, health)
Saugerville to teach.
opened Thursday evening, after a re- child, loved by all who knew her
-Mrs. Bertha Wilbur and two civilSlid will be missed not only by par
cess of two months.
dien, of Bar Harbor, were guests at
Miss Lucy Lewis of South Goulds- ents and playmates, but by all in the
George Bradbury's Wednesday.
community. The funeral was pri
boro is visiting Della Woodworth.
B. K. Joy. who Is employed at vate, and the little white casket
'Uidolphus Ryder of Bar Harbor ta
Northeast Harbor, spent the week- loaded With flowers, was borne to it*
visiting bis uncle. Alden Ryder.
resting-place beside her mother.
Mrs. Delia Ryder returned Satur- end at his home here.
Mrs. Leith and two sons, of ConMiss Matella Daly, who has been
day from Seal Harbor.
cord.
Mass., who have been occupying
Willie Springer, who has been em- visiting her brother George at South
ployed at Northeast Harbor, is at Gouldsboro. returned home Saturday. the Gray bungalow four weeks, have
Mr. and Mrs. David Foster of Ells- returned home.
home.
.Miss Jennie Williston of Somer
worth Falls were Sunday guest* of
Ralph Worcester and family of Bel- Mrs. Nellie
viUe. Mass., who has spent her vaca
Thomas.
fast spent the week-end' at H. G.
Master Stewart Joy has returned tton here, will return home this week
Worcester’s.
There was no church service Sunfrom if visit at Ellsworth Falls.
Will Rollins has sold his ctr and
All prerautlonp are being takMrs. E. B. Hysom Is ona business day.
a
new one.
purchased
en to prevent the spread of the Infantrip to Bar Harbor and Stoninglon.
Sept. 6.
“Echot"
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith of tile paralysis.
-o-Mrs. Amanda Wright of Malden.
Waterboro are visiting Mrs. Smith's
Per dyspepsia, our national allnisn’u
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Mat- Mass., who has been the guest of her
use
Burdock Blood Bitters. Recom- tocks.
niece. Mrs. Maud Stanley, went tc
mended
tor
strengthening digestion
During the past week the local
1 purifying the blood. At all dirag baseball team has played two games.
"torts
*1.25 a Pottle.—Adv«.
The first, played at Sullivan Thursday afternoon, was easily won from
Bar Harbor, score 15-9.
The second
game was played at Steuben Saturday, and lost, score S-3. This game
was the fifth game lost this season
out of twenty played.
Thursday the
locals will play at Machias fair
against the strong East Machias nine.
"L'ne Atnie.”
Sept. 6.

Hit during August, will return to
Portland with him,
idiss .Marie Bianchi and Mrs. Roiineu.i of Milton. Mass., arrived Saturd. y morning (or several days' visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Galon Orcutt and son
Lester,
Miss 'Gillspy
and
Pearl
t oombs of North Jay, spent Sunday
and Labor day with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Jarttes E. Parsons of
Ellsworth were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Williams.
Week-end guests from Ellsworth
'"ere Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Chapman.
a

Exercise
Anyone whose occupation or duties prevents some daily outdoor exercise
likely to be troubled with biliousness and other digestive evils.
If possible you should walk to business
every morning, but be sure not
to eat a heavy breakfast just before you start. It is advisable to take long walks before eating, but at least a
quarter
,
hour should elapse if possible after a
heavy meal, before
is

indulging

in any active exercise.
At the first sign of any disorder, take one or two teaof
‘L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. This will
spoonfuls
keep your
digestive organs in good order and relieve the disturbing
symptoms. If you suffer from sick headaches, regular doses
of this tried and tested old remedy will bring blessed relief
by removing the cause. The relief will not be temporary, at
the expense of some other organ, but will be a
permanent
improvement for the entire system. Get a 50c bottle today
from any medicine dealer. “L.F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me

>

|
»
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Wmt I'Men.
Eleanor Kittredge and her
Miss Josephine Berry, left
Saturday for Washington, D. C.
Miss Corinne Wiggin acompauled
iSem as far as West Somerville,
Mass.
Melville Richardson has moved his
family to Ellsworth, where his
daughter will attend high school.
Miss Mildred Phillips and sister
Azelea. of Ijangor, are visiting their
grandparents. J. Lee Fogg and wife.
Frank Wallace and daughter. Mrs.
J. L. Pray, are spending a few weeks
in Boston.
Maurice Emery and Harvard Gabon have gone to Presque Isle to
work in the potato fields.
Mrs. Agnes Mayo recently spent a
few days In Bangor.
Master Norman Herdner of Sieattle.
Wash., was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Lorenzo Mayo last week.
Sept. 6.
M.

Bath Monday for
to

a

visit ijp;

Massachusetts.
Harry Spurllng has

rR

gone t„

Hill to resume his studies
and brother
Bangor for a short visit,
Sept’. 6.

ents

*°'ng
u
s

accompaniedh|j!a.r'
*
m ,0
a

-o--

North

Hedgwlok.

Miss Alible Elwell left
for herr v
New
1ork home Sunday,
Mrs. Lois Page, after a
few
with her daughter at East
lehil1.
returned home Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Anderson lob,..,
Ver°n* 'akp for tta

RiTafn*

end*"1*
as

Sunday. Sept. 12, will m,
rally day at the Sunday
Charles Choate, who h“

MhroV"1
1

enjoying^?®

away thia summer. Is
150
weeks at his home here
The factory will close
up
P on
® hl
hlueberries this week.
Arnold Allen, the
twelve-vear
son of Roy Allen, was
operated
for acute appendicitis at
bis h„»
here Friday night.
A trained
from Bangor is In
attendance
nold Is reported as doing
o'
well
•** K'eat favorite In the
communli,
Arthur Chapman of
0. C.. spent the week with hi,
ter. Mrs. Harvey Torrey

Xt

WashZ.'n'
S'

Sept. fi.

x

x

Miss
cousin.

-o-

Penobscot.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dunton and
daughter Marguerite have returned
to Portland, after three weeks at tile
old home here.
Mrs. Grace French and daughter
Lelta. of Brewer, were guests of Capt.
and Mrs. William Sellers last week.
Miss Blanche Mayo of Milo was the
week-end guest of Mrs. E. F. Sellers.
Mrs. Adelaide Leach Is In Bar Harbor with her daughter. Mrs. Mildred
Saulsburv.
Miss Dorothy Varnum spent last
week in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Snow of Camden spent the week-end with Mr. and
Mrs. S. G. Varnum.
Merle Field, wife and son Kenneth,
of
Millinocket. and Mrs. W. J,
Creamer and son Warren, of Bangor,
were in town
Sunday.
Miss Lillian Field has gone to Millinocket to visit her brothers.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Snowman
and son Robert, and Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Snowman, have returned to

Old Orchard Home, Concord,
Mass., where Louisa M. Alcott
wrote "Little Women” in 1867.

Socony sign
THE
toring service is
rural Vermont

of supreme

a common

and from Old

Every

highway and
throughout pictur-

byway

long "Socony Trail".

Springfield.

sight in

B.

•

out-of-the-way places—on
it

Town,

week-end^

“a

many

tyips

friend in need”. And
many large gasoline users in the cities
know what Socony service means—
they too have come to depend upon it.
The uniform qualities of Socony' gasoline
have made it the logical fuel for every
was

transportation requirement.
isn’t merely one of many
gasolines. It represents fifty years of
refining experience, and is made by the
most improved methods known to the
industry. It is truly the standard of
quality gasoline.
Socony' gasoline, with the proper carburetor adjustment, insures quick
motor

Socony

*

f
,

.V

the Same*

these

advantages
for Socony

round,

to fill up

W. B. Clement, after a short Illness
of typhoid fever, with complications.
Mr. Clement had been one of the
prominent business men of the place
for years, engaged
extensively in the
meat business, afterwards
dealing in
wood and lumber.
He leaves one
daughter, Delma. who lived at home,
also two grandchildren. Lawrence
Bridges, who has made his home with
him since a small child, and Madeline
Bridges of Chicopee Falls. Mass. The
funeral was held at the home Monday. Rev. Chester Smith officiating
SepL 6‘'Woodlocke.*’

every day' the year
service enables them

everywhere.
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Look for the red, white and blue
Socony sign
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performed

still live to gladden the lives
of those
who come after him.

Resolved. That the officers and memchapter extend their sinsympathy to the family of the de-

bers of this
ceased.

REG. US. PAT. OFF.

Resolved. That our charter be draped
mourning for a period o,f thirty
I days, that a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the
family, one spread upon
our records, and one sent
to The EIlsj
worth American for
publication.
I

I
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ing

spacious dormitories, one for
girls and one for boys.
In thia wholesome and t meiiie
atmosphere the student pThe courses include English. \.V
matics. Science, Physics, Lattr.,
Spanish. French, Home Economics!
Domestic t'henjistrv, Elocution, Business
English and Arithmetic All
spoils.
Faculty changer are intre
quent.
Pupils always under experienced teachers, masteis in theit
lines.

citizenship.

Located in

hilly

country, with the

magnificent view of Mount Washington and the White Mountain
Range
forty-fisc miles away, the Academe
is ideally situated for developing both
ten

two

Duuaings
For

catalog

dents,
Ul).

■■

forty Acres
and particulars address

Wm, E. Sargent, Litt.D.,

Principal

Do You Know
BURDETT COLLEGE is the Largest institution

of its land in the world, with an
than three thousand students ?

enrollment

-that BURDETT COLLEGE is
really
schools m one institution 7 It offers

Regular Business College
11

Ftmiiin*

of

more

seven

big

Courses

BostasM tad Sborthiad

G»aS«r»ic.

College Grade Courses (Two Years)
B—in— Administration
Commercial Normal

I^MCMtanH

Accounting^

I

_I

On Cold Days, Hot Te&
Op. Hot Deys .Cold Tea.

->

•

cere

—"

their schooling. For over 116 years
Hebron Academy has guided ambitious girls and boys into the paths of
prosperity and happiness Here the
student is taught a fearless honesty, a
Christian independence of thought
and action, and the principles of good

Resolved. That in his death. Penobscot chapter. O. E. 8., has met
with a
loss that will be
deeply realized by its
members, and that while we miss his
genial greeting, we feel that the
words
he spoke and the deeds he

^fillpllF
^^b

H

the minds and bodies of it'
The school has ten building

success

again entered our circle and
summoned
from among us our
worthy and esteemed brother, gVed Dunbar,

^^£§^9
m

and

marerial
spiritual
THE
of your girls and boys depend upon

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
\\ hereas The
messenger of death has

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

ijMMB

HEBRON. MAINE

The community was shocked Saturdaymorning by the sudden death of

starting, clean combustion, low carbonization and full mileage from every
gallon. Regular Socony users enjoy

&

E.

Varnum of Togus spent the
with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. A, E. \ arnuni.
He was accompanied home by his daughter Myrle,
who has spent the summer here.
Mr. and Mrs. Eastman Dodge have
returned from a visit in North Castine and Belfast.
Mrs. Gladys Perkins and children
are at West Penobscot with
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. M C. Devereux.
Miss \ era Leach of Augusta is
spending two weeks with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Leach.
Miss Alice Wardwell, emploved in
Belfast, is spending a few davs with
her mother. Mrs. Lena Wardwell.
Miss Helen Milltken of Surrv is
visiting her aunt. Mrs.Everard Leach.*
Mrg. Ned Coombs of Castine was
the guest of Mrs. S. F. Wardwell last

Maine to Chautauqua County,
New York.
Automobile tourists have come to depend upon it. They have found it in

motor

England and
esque New
New York is a part oj the

mo-

fiebron Academy

—

--—o—-.

Subscribe for The American
$2.00 a year.
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by Dealers in this Neighborhood

/

Hancock iv.irt.

Ash* 111,-.
Mrs Edith Leighton and son Paul Hartwell Candage, who has been in'
and son
Mr aiul Mrs. E. H. Smith have are
visiting at Solon.
the bos; Ital for treatment, i? home.
to Melrose. Mass.
dosed their summer home here and
h#re returned
Rev. Arthur Tarbell and family of
Mrs. Bella Mitchell and children,
has returned from gone to Stamford. Conn., where Mr.
Mrs -Mary Ball
Thompsonvtile, Conn., and Mr. Tar- cf Isle an Hint, who have been tit
Smith has taught for several years,
zLu
to her son in Lincoln.
*»ell
of
Pittefleid.
the
week-end'1
in
spent
here, h.ve returned h m
*
Salsburv and dangh- j
Fred Johnson of East Sullivan is at Hon.
Mrs Hervey
A. E. Farnsworth's.
L. B. Bridges. Proctor Bridges, i
visited her soon to' move his family into the
nienv' of Skowbegan.
Mrs. Edward Farnsworth and son Rufus Er.dges,
Harry Carter and
Milton Johnson house.
Emma Hodgkins, recently.
George, of Jonesport, were guests of Sterling tarte. iut.e gone to Vermo...
«L h tv Ball and wife and Robert
Capt. Nutter of Steuben will move A. E. Farnsworth and wife last
week, to work in a canning factory.
Lincoln, were at | into the Donnell camp.
lArtiy and wife, offor
Eugene Kane has succeeded Orrin
Weston Oott ovened Ms ciiu int,
the week-end.
The Wednesday dub will resume Greene
pan homestead
as
foreman at the Purdy factory here Friday.
He wiil pack ;
VT. Young and wife o! its meetings Sept. 15. with the presi- farm.
Dr E
sardines.
have returned home. dent. Mrs. W. M. Pettee
Mrs. E. K. Tapley of Islesboro. who
Frerett. Mass.,
Rufus
has
moved his famBridge,
to Hinckley
Mrs. Fremont B. Hall, with daugh- has been
Tbev were accompanied
visiting her children, re- Ily home from Xaskeag.
Ethel Johnson and little son. ter Mildred, of Bangor, spent Friday turned home last week,
Miss
Thelma
Lufkin
of Belfast is ;
w'->h her sister, Mrs. Elwood Hamduring the summer, returned home visiting here.
r'bo had spent a few days with her I mond.
Saturday,
accompanied by her aunt.
The Girl Scouts will give an enter- Mrs.
Sept. 6.
B.
Mary Bali and daughter. Mrs. 1
Julia Higgins.
at K. of P. hall Thursday
John Blake and family, and a
•Jit, It It to-day tor Revere. Mass., tainment and
at the chapel <fn
evening,
.ovist! Mrs. Marguerite Hanna.
Friday friend, who have been visiting at H
Franklin.
M. Pease's, returned to Bedford.
Capt J G Martin has bad electric evening, of this week.
Mrs. R. M. Woodruff will leave
in his home:
also
«.
Sept.
lusta'.ltsd
"Phoebe."
Mass.,
ptbis
Friday.
Thursday on her return to Ridley
HU
leading to his hen houses.
Mias Esther Pease is visiting her Park. Pa.
at the age o1
West trvmont.
aont, Mrs. Austin Chatto. at Biuehiil
SrS! chicks origan laying
Mrs. L. F. Springer is visiting her
and
the second
R
M. Stmonds and family, who Falls.
eighteen weeks,
daughter. Mrs. Harvard Card, in
weeks
sixteen
at
have
M illiam Kutter and
spent the summer with Mrs.
batching
family have Houlton.
Simond’s parents. George W. hunt closed their summer home and retn artesian well is being bored
Mrs. W. E. 3ragdon left Saturday
near
Beil
theiarge
cottage
Dr
and
wife,
have
turned
to
[or
returned to Arlington
for Eastern Maine general hospital
Massachusetts.
Maas., going in Mr. Simond s car.
Mrs. Mary Davis and Jftss
that he is having erected.
Davis, for an operation.
M. R.
Mrs W A. Clark and daughtlr of Andover, Mass., who have
Sept. 6.
Mrs. Roscoe Gay is away for her
spent a
-oJulia returned to their home tn Port- month at their cottage, returned annual vacation
with relatives in
North Brooksville.
land Friday, after two weeks'at their home Friday.
Boston.
Eugene Lyraburner and wife and t old home.
Sept. 6.
“Cne Femme.''
Write- Lawvfe. wife and daughter
Frank Ingalls of Surry visited hit
Jlrr! Lyraburner and wife have gone
--oTheresa were up from Machias Sun
/
1\ cm Brooklin.
to Forestviiie. Conn., to * visit Ross son Otis last week.
day to attend the funeral of Georae
Mrs. Emma Reed, with daughtei
Grindle
Ida Carter is visiting in Pittsfield. Dyer.
Miss Allen bas Closed her cextagr
Mildred, visited her daughter 2t EllsMrs. Florice Ames and two chilGuy Carter has gone to Rockland
'■ worth last week.
acd returned to New York
with his wife, who will enter the dren. cf N w Sharon, who have
spent
William i’erktns and wife are hero
Miss Maud Brewer of Bangor is hospital for treatment.
a few week- with relatives here,
reThe? visiting her brother Eugene, and F.
[rota Augusta for the winter.
Miss Mabel Bridges is visiting in turned home Saturday.
W. Lunt and family.
*111 occupy E. C. Lord's bouse.
Miss Marcia Gordon, a trained
Rockland.
James Appleby and wife of Ban go:
Sept. «.
Mrs. Parker Bridges, who has been nurse in Massachusetts, after a vaca“Thelma."
are visiting here.
in Rockland with her mother •>:
tion with her parents. Fred Gordon
has
Veins Hawes
gone to Caradex
North Brooklin.
and wife, ha returned to her week.
school.
to attend high
Mr. and Mrs. George McFarland
| Joe Tapley has sold his power
C.
Sspt 8.
WOMAN
boat.
and Mis- Elizabeth Macomber of Seal
SUFFERED
Harbor, and Miss Mary Con-ins of
Elitabstb Cole and Annie Candage
f
IN SILENCE
Mew York, were in town
I have
returned from
Isle-aa-Haut
Sunday.
In the death of Ceorge
where they have been employed.
Crhane
Marie
Believe
She
Was
Well
Dyer.
Franklin
Bayview hotel has been Wired fot
loses aa estimable
I electric lights and the fixtures
citizen.
The
funeral
at the home
in.\ woman of
New
Auburn.
Maine,
stalled by Joe Tapley.
writes
Sunday afternoon. Rev. Mr. Brooks
"There must be lots of women
Who feel as I did.
Cumbered with endless rounds
I suffered in alien
Nahum Leach and wife of Philadei.
was simple and brief. In
officiating,
.2 any times on
account of iny pride, but
I phla.
accordance with wish of deceased.
who hare been visiting Mr | now
of duty, the tired, nervous
I know that a good
X-eacb's sister. Mrs .Vbble Giles, have essentia! to good health, 1 lax/itive '»1 Besides a widow, he leaVes one
mother generally finds in
pretended
was
all
right
wnen
I
daughter. Miss Lola, three sons. Calwasn't.
gone to Northeast Harbor.
I had terrible pain*, was grouchy and
my h-ad- : Tin.
Dana and Norman, a brother.
!
Everett
Candage
emptied in acnes almost killed
me with
n
and
Coleman, and a sister. Mrs. C. H.
i ‘Watervllle. is home for a week.
w»m of *!! I had a saltn—. unbans*"'
Mr. Dyer had served’as
May Hale and Ada Herrick re- Onmpl-XIOB which was nst heitv-d r.v Macomber.
tonie-help of rarest value,
Why didn't [ try to town official, and was one of the seturned Friday from a trip to Rock- car- powders.
rnys-lf.
rather
than
-ratri’
lectmen this. year.
land
A little of Scott’s after meals
He had served
After takintr Dr. True's Elixir. J now
Louis A. Sherman, manufacturer ol know that a laxative was what I several terms as game warden, and
lor a few days would do
I
needed.
Dr.
True*
was
Elixir
is
well
mild
known
throu zbont this sec; compasses and other nautical instrua world of good.
Try 111 •
pleasant to take, and works just r:>ht
tion of Hancock county and eastern
I meats, of Pembroke, Mass., is
visiting for me. My complexion cleared up_
Sc*t & Seim*. RkmaSrttf V )
JfMW I
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles bright and ruddy—blemishes vanished
Washington county. He was
and every one remarked how much betand loyal for whatever was for
Sherman, at ■Groveharst."
ACT QVICKXT.
ter | looked."
Mrs
E.
J
B.
«.New
the welfare of his home town, and an
8»Pt «
Auburn. Me.)
Xenophon."
honest
man.
Trues Elixir will helo v--j i0-i
don’t
Co the right thing at the right
pretend
any longer.
South liltwhill.
Sept. 6.
g
time.
Clifton Day of Melrose. Mass., is
Act Quickly in time ol danger.
visiting bts mother. Mrs. Charles FerIs time of kidney danger. Doan'a >r!n
Bowden
Ralph
o f
Dorchester,
Kidney Pills are most effective.
Mass., was called home
Plenty or Ellsworth evidence ol the death of his brother.Saturday by
Blanchard
their worth.
Bowden.
Mrs. E B. Simpson and Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Percy Lindsey. 14 SteriiB*
a., Ellsworth, says:
"I suffered Celonay went to Stonington last week
to attend the funeral of a cousin.
from aa annoying kidney weakness
Mr*. Fred DeMeyer and children,
far nearly a year.
I was up one day of
Eastbrook. are visiting here.
ind down the neat.
1 ached all orer
John Orcutt and wife and Bert
Hr feet and ankles swelled so badly : Hendrickson spent the week-end at
I couldn't put on my shoes
! tried Verona park.
Rev. Roy G. Trafton administered
d Serent remedies, but got no rellel
the
ord|nance of baptism to seven
aaiil i used Doan's Kidney Pills
persons here on Sunday. Aug. 39.
At: r the
b^x. I noticed improveMiss Ruth Simpson is visiting her
I
«ed about five boxes is sister in Rockland.
r> (i.u4 time the trouble had
Thoraas Law son and wife of Forest
4•-■-red end I have fell Hills. Mass., who have been
visiting
j!!-r
’-cman since.
I have at Charles Ferric's. and Miss Carrie
n -»
-.-eight, and feel stronger in Ferrin of Somervile, Mass who has
♦vary u„y.
been visiting at Herman Olsen's, have
Pr te 50c. at ail dealers.
Don't returned home
ask
for a kidney remedy—get
early
Blanchard Bowden died suddenly
o-rPi dney PiUs—the same that
Thursday' night. He bad been in
Vf*
P oater-M ll burn
L.udsey bad.
poor health some years, but seemed
''a
M'-:rs.. Buffalo. N Y.
much better, and hi* death was a
great-chock to his parents and daughCOMMON \VIT< HH A/.KI
ter
He leaves a mother, father and
PINK POK SORE EYES daughter, of this
are
place, one sister.
!t i- Mirprlslng how quickly eye in- Mrs. Hawley Dow of North Brooklin
and two brothers. Ralph of DorchesSamm&tlon is helped by common ter. Mass., and
Edgar of Connecticut
*U*hbaieI, camphor, •hydrastis. etc.. They have the sym^thv of al.
** a:xed in
Sept. 6.
O.
Lavoptik eye wash. One

Howard Crabtree

*
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j

v°j!rs
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From the Gate
to the
Old Back Porch
Put your home in the youthful
class with Bay State Liquid Paints.
From the gate to the old back
porch; from cellar to ^tic; inside
and q^itside, there is a Bay State
paint to fill every painting need.

■

Bay State Liquid Paints
The Bay Stater stands for skyhigh quality. As his paints go farther, last longer, wear harder and
look better, they are really the

Th«B*?SUt«

•nervous mothers
Scott's Emulsion

most economical.

INOROUT, the All-Round Varnish
I NOROUT is all varnishes in one.
On
outdoor jobs it smilingly braves the worst
weather conditions without even
losing
its gloss. Inside it gives a rich finish
that can't be beaten.
New England made
Gallons, quarts and pints. Try it.

»•
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WADS WORTH, HO WLAND & CO., Inc.
Boston
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Economy of Using
Goodyear Small Car Tires
—

So-called

bargain tires, made up for
sensational sales and offered at ridiculously low prices, do not attract
careful buyers.

|

far

They

more

concerned with

what they get than with what they
pay because they know that in the
end it is

—*-o-

elderly lady, who had been troubled
with chronic eye inflammation for
aid? years, was greatly helped in
two days.
We guarantee a small
bottle Of Lavoptik to help ANY CASE

Once Helpless as

an

Further
Proof
That

¥5w-N£SIS'
CO*0«£»S

‘I have walked to and from the
"Hy. ground* several times this
amid Miss Clish. of 807
Brockton. Mas,
A year
did not believe t
Would ever be
to walk again. 1
crippled
rheumatism of
,,ls
)r>>nta and
to be carried
*rtwn room to
The pain was

®«nth,;'

Montel|°|_

I couiJ

Jtaost
~“f

bed.
I

me

tl«\rgv
°*

*

returned

not

Physicians

be able to
two botrr.y stomach immy strength
could use my
in the treatto bend my
down stairs

never
"•

taking

arn

now

price

popularity of Goodyear Tires, of
the 30x3-, 30x3V£- and 31x;4-inch
sizes, is based on the fact that they
deliver exceptional mileage at exceed-

Infant,

ingly low

cost.

If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Dort,
Maxwell or other car taking these
sizes, go to your nearest Service Sta-

day.

Herbert Tapley has sdld his property to A. E. Cole.
Miss Mina Stewart has sold her
house at Haven to Charles Tyler
Llewellyn Herrick of Somerville
Mass., spent the week-end with his
aunt Mrs. T C. Stanley
Kenneth Kane, who has been employed at Addison, is home.
Edward Powers Is visiting at Augusta.
%
Frank Taylor, wifeand daughter,
who have been visiting at B. O. Bollard's, returned to South Paris Mon-

not

The

Now Walks Miles to
Pick Berries

Iran Rr.«umjii*a Tint Dt.Vaed Joints

performance and

that delivers actual tire economy.

Charles Herrick of Camden is visiting in town.
James Deane and wife of Roxbury,
Mass., are the guests of T. C. Stanley
and wife.
weak, strained
or
inflamed
eyes.
Miss Georgene Traver and niece, of
Aluminum eye cup FREE. Alex- New York are
spending a few weeks
aoder's Pharmacy.
in town.
Rev. Daniel Johnson, who went to
Si Jobnsbury. Vt
returned Saturday. accompanied by his daughter
and son.
Frank Bowden is visiting at Bueksport Center
Rev. Chester Smith and wife who
! have spent the past month in town,
returned to South Penobscot Satur*« A M. Click T«4j How She Recowed

tion for Goodyear Tires and
Goodyear

Heavy Tourist Tubes.
n

i

day
Miss Kellie Flye of Somerville.
Mass., who has been visiting her
j
cousins. Misses Annie and Musa Dollard, has returned home
Miss Olive Kane, after a vacation ’■
at home, has returned to her work
in Portland.
Miss Ruby Freethey of Providence.'
R. L. who has been employed in town *

30*3% Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, Afl-Weather Tread
30*3% Goodyear Single-Cure
Fabric Anri-Skid Tr«adL___

i-vyut

Zj~

iy

r,>

9Z1—

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tabes

cent no mote than the
price
pay for tubes of Us* merit—why risk
costly
casings when such sure protection is available?
« A rev
30x3^ sixe in
you

are

asked

to

'tiaterfrroof bag____

*4
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Central Market
BLUEHILL

doing

about

be the
in

^MEATS^
FRUITS

AND

VEGETABLES
SEASON.

IX

Quality is our first cons,deration.
We especially solicit summer trade.

Authorized Service

Telephone aud Mail Orders Promptly
Attended to.

Station

-F" or-

MORANG’S
Ellsworth,

Bar

Harbor,

GARAGE!

Wast Sulhv.n

and

S.dgw.ek,

(Vla.na

England

tad B*y State Pacat 1mm

—-

PLAY,

Mt. Desert Ferry.
Jennie Stratto, wife of Ernest E.
Abbott, station agent at Mt. Desert
Ferry, died very suddenly Saturday,
suffering a shock and pastng away
two hours later.
Mrs. Abbott was
fifty-eight years of age. She was devoted to her home, and found there
her greatest sphere of usefulness,
though her circle of friends encompassed all who were brought within
her influence.
She leaves a husband
ana one daughter, Mrs. Fred E.Grant,
who-4iave the sympathy of all.
The
funeral was held Tuesday afternoon.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam of Boston, a
former pastor at Ellsworth, officiatThere were many beautiful
ing.
flowers bearing their silent message
of love and sympathy.

TO BEAT FATHER TIME

New York Physician'* Advice to Those
Who May Be Conscious of the
Passing Years.
Don’t grow old—or rather, though
you grow old as far as years are concerned, do not get old otherwise. It
Is easy to stay young, according to
Dr. Louis R. Weltsmiller. physical diHe
rector of West Side Y. M. C. A.
avers that most people grow old be-

hill, at least from a popular point cf conducted his own work and review, was that of last Wednesday, ceived a real ovation.
under the direction of Dr. Kneisel.
The first number on the program
The Village Improvement Society ex- was also a souvenir of earlier days
chequer was benefited to the amount of the Kneisel colony. It was for
sixteen violins, and was entitled
of something over MOO.
The hall
It
could not accommodate all who came. "Sounds from Bluehill Village."
was a skilful weaving of themes from
A novel feature of the
program the pieces studied by the Kneisel puwas the production of music compils. and full of humor, but had less
posed for the occasion by Dr. Knei- of the
hilariousness injected by Mr.
sel's pupils and others of this year’s
Jacobi in the section of his composicolony. Thus Frederick Jacobi com- tions which he called "Kneisel
Pu- j
posed a piece in two movements for Pile at the Movies."
strings and toy instruments—a deA composition after the classical ;
scriptive piece, in which the fancy model by another of Dr. Knelsel's
and mood of the listeners were led to
pupils who has spent three summers
apprehend the dawn of morning and at Bluehill was a minuet for
strings !
the welcoming of the sun by the and
violoncello by William Kroll.
choir of song birds.
The muBic was He led in its
performance, and connot all baldly imitative, but the
Bong ducted also Mr. Gardner's piece. His
of the hermit thrush

they
doing young things;
not because they need new glands.
“A man Is young." said the doctor,
“because he plays; he doesn’t play because ha is young.
He Is the product
of hls own actions.
The old man
Bayside.
who sits down after dinner, grouchy
Mrs. Susan
A. Mosley of Ellsbecause the .children make a noise,
has already *passed on.’ He ought to worth spent a few days last week at
Mrs. T. A. Pinkham's, and the weekbe Oslerized. All he Is worth to the
end with her daughter. Mrs. D
F.
family Is the pay check he brings Closson.
home.
Mrs. Albert E. Closson and two
“But look at mother, who plays children, Eugene and
Kenneth, left
games with the children, sympathizes
Wednesday to visit her parents. Mr.
with them In their troubles and has and Mrs. A. J. Swain, at Nantucket,
She accompanied
a part in all they
do.
She remains Mass.
Walter
flexible; she hasn’t had time to grow Wells and family as far as Boston,
stopping with them at Dorchester unold.
Mrs. Wells met with
“It Is dangerous for some men to til Saturday.
an accident August 29, when a reretire from hnsiness.
You know the
volver she was examining was diskind who work at hitgli tension for
charged. the bullet passing through
long years, doing nothing hut strive one hand.
for money. They get It and then anThomas Folley was called to Massnounce their retirement; a little later
achusetts last week by the death of
rend
a
nice
his
what
uncle. Jeremiah Nevells.
you
obituary saying
He returned Saturday night.
a success they had made. They hadn’t.
Sept. 6.
C/A. C.
“To keep young one must do young
-othings. Don’t be too dignified to play
r.ast surry.
baseball, old cat. leapfrog or other
Prof. W. G. Hoffman, Dr. Eugene
lively things which keep the muscles
Leslie
Beckwith.
David
in trim. Have young associates and be Kelley,
Fiske, Mrs. Saibel and Mrs. Levena boy with
them.
Spend time each burg. with their
families, have reday studying to be young. Kish, hunt, turned to Massachusetts.
Nearly all
golf, 1ftyou like It, and don't cry quits o£ the summer boarders have also
the first time a muscle twinges; get
left.
Into the game harder and go to the
Miss Ruth Swett, after a few days
gym to work out the ache, or play with her father, has returned to Bangor.
with the kids until you forget It.
Capt. A. H. Webber of California
“Take youth with you as you go
You can lead I is visiting his mother, Mrs. P. P.
toward the old age.
Stinson.
Father Time a merry race by thinking !
Percy Sinclair of Boston recently
and
young, playing young
keeping ! visited his
parents. Capt. R. A. Sinphysically fit."—New York Sun.
clair and wife.
His son Wendell,
who has spent the past year with
Food Plentiful in the
Woods.
them, accompanied him home.
It is said Daniel Boone could take
Miss Agnes Young has gone to
his rifle and a hag of salt and live Newport to teach.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wells and son
in comfort on what the woods pro- I
have
to Lawrence. Mass.,
jlded. Several men on wagers have after areturned
few weeks with Mrs. O. J.
'’gone into the forest virtually naked
Stevens.
and worked out a living and suitable
Sept. 6.
"Dalt."
-»■--cause

cease

provided

a

fine

quartette showed a fine sense of melomotive
which
was
delightfully dic beauty.
worked out, together with the calls
Finally, among the pieces of local
of the oventrird and phoebe, the trill
association was an arrangement for
of the junco. etc.
It was a beautiful voice, violin
obbligato and pianopiece of music, though the majority forte, a song, "To a
Nightingale," by
of the audience was quicker in its Mr.
Krehbiel, who,
not a
appreciation of the second movement, practical musician. Is though
a lecturer and
in which snatches of solo pieces for the
author of a dozen or more books
the violin which float from Bluehill on the
subject, a colleague of Dr.
windows all day long (bits of Men- Kneisel in
the faculty of the Instidelssohn's concerto, Dvorak’s ’’Hu- tute of
Musical Art in New York, and
moresque,” and one of Beethoven’s muatcal editor of the New
York
quartettes) flitted about delightfully Tribune for
nearly forty years. Mr.
as a
relief from a string rag-time Krehbiel took a
violin melody by
tune which came with treat adous
Sammartini, wrote words In keeping
verve and energy from the whole
v ith the
style of 200 years ago. and
choir of thirty violins.
Mr. Jacobi embroidered this tune with a violin
■

York

to

Tores tors

State College of Forestry at
Syracuse, it is still possible to And in
the forests of the state, even without
the nse of the game which is so carefully protected, sufficient food to make
life not only possible but pleasant
says the New York Evening Run.
This forest food supply Is divided
into several groups such as frnlts,
nuts, herbs, roots and vegetables. And
this makes no allowance for the types
of edible mushrooms, for a special
knowledge of varieties is necessary
If one is not to be poisoned by the
deadly toadstool.
'-rrarr* .<•

North
_

Lamoine.

“1Tb7 Russell,

who joined his wife
here a few days ago, returned to-day
to Cambridge, Mass., accompanied by
his wife.
Albert Christie spent a few days
recently with his sister, Mrs. Fred
Davis.
They returned to Bath to-

C. L.

APPETITE

DemTl^Tr
th'J .1

penter’s singing of
Plantation Love Song'
FVench chansonette.

and

’Maman!^!^

Mr. Joseph Fuchs, who
carried „fr
prize of $1,000 at the
Musical Art last season,
and is to set
out upon his public
career in a
pie of months, played two violin eon
• o delight of the
audience.
Morrii Eisenberg
provided a
tying variation In the program with
two 'cello solos.
The artistic
nation of the concert came
at
end. when thirty violins
plaved th»
Air from the Suite in D.
and the Oa
votte from th<* Suite in E
major h„
Bach with fine nuance
and

Instltmi

a

a^Mr
Latl'
culm?
The

precision without direction excellent
beyond
*
a
darting beat by Mr. Kroll.

WEEK

Morang Dept. Store
t

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

Beginning Sept. 13, Ending Sept. 18

!

During this week $1.00 will

day.

go the distance.

show wonderful

James Tweedie and family will
returned to Cambridge, Mass., Tues-

day.

1

i

Edw'ard Gilpatrick returned last
week to his home in New Haven.
Conn., visiting in Skowhegan on his

"

•""!

CAMBRIC

Mrs. Daniel Champion and family
and Mrs. Hollis Austin and family
w ill return to South
Lawrence, Mass., i
this week.
Three deer were seen in Capt.
Holt’s field Sunday morning, and j
later in the day a white fawn was
seen in the field of George Christie.
Sept. 6.
Y.
|

An Author’s Depository.
Last year the Sutro branch of the
California State library, located in
San Francisco, offered to receive for
safe keeping the manuscripts of unfinished books. The idea has worked
out so well that a substantial collec-otion ot manuscripts has been estabBln chill.
lished, the collection being described
Miss Elinor Brooks Is entertaining
as the Author's depository.
One hun- a number of invalid soldiers from
dred authors have taken advantage of Camp Dix. N. Y.
the offer and have sent their manuCongressman Lewis T. McFadden
of Pennsylvania spoke at a republiscripts, either printed or unprinted,
can rally in the town hall
finished or unfinished, to the deposiThursday i
tory, and letters from authors indi- evening.
Members
of
Bluehill's summer col- :
cate that the depository is much apony who have left for their homes !
preciated by writers as a means of Include:
A. L. Brockway and famivaluable
matter
that
preserving
ly. Syracuse. N\ Y.; O. Ward Hinckmight otherwise became lost. A per- ley and family. Chicago; Prof. Win-'
manent author's depository
is
also
fred Merrill and family. Blooming- :
maintained in the California departton. Ind.; Miss Eva McAdoo, New*
ment of the state library, which is lo- vYork.
Ruth, daughter of James B. Bettel, !
cated at Sacramento.
w*as married at the Baptist
parsonage
Saturday evening to Guy V. Perkins 1
His Size.
of Brooksville, Rev. R. M. Trafton
John's expenditures at college had
officiating. Mrs. Perkins was gradgrown to he of such dimensions that
uated from the academy in the same !
father demanded they be decreased.
class with her husband, and was a
To help out in this he required an
student for a time at the New Eng- j
Itemized account of all his demands
land Conservatory of Music.
She is
one of the most popular young ladies
for money. So when John wished a
of
Bluehlll. and will be greatly j
dog as several of the other elite
collegians had. he had to send In this missed in its social life. Mr. Perkins
is a marine engineer, and is well
request: “For one bulldog with a pedand favorably known here.
About
igree, $50.”
thirty friends attended an informal
The answer came In due time. And
reception at the Bettel residence.
besides the small check in the envelThe ladies of the newly-elected
“I am sending you
ope was this note:
republican town committee met FriIf you have to have something
$5.
day and organized as follows: Chairwith a pedigree, buy a canary bird.
man, Mrs. Florence Merrill; secreIt’s about your size.”
tary, Miss Julia Saunders; treasurer,
Mrs. Edith M. Chase; executive committee. Mrs. Lena Snow, Mrs. ElizaSimple Explanation of "Haunt."
both Wood, Mrs. E. M. Chase.
The
The mystery of haunted houses of- I
: remaining members of the town comten has a simple explanation. In Bosmittee are Mrs. Eva Osgood, Mrs.
ton. where the occupants of a hocse 1 Emma
Carter. Mrs. Edith Clay. Mrs.
Insisted they heard mysterious sounds. ! Hannah
Mrs.
Sargent.
Gertrude
It was found that a flue leading from
Stover and Mrs. Nora Wescott.
the furnace leaked, filling the rooms |
Schools will reopen September 13.
with enough carbon monoxide to pro- ( Adin S. Turner. A. B., of Jefferson,
duce a slight poisoning, which affected | bas been chosen principal of the
academy. Mr. Turner is a graduate
the judgment and caused them to befrom Bates college, and also from
lieve they heard mysterious noises.
Shaw’sbusiness college. He taught
When the leak was discovered and
last year at Kent’s Hill.
His assistrepaired there were no longer records ants are Hilda M. Packard and Milof the noises which had existed solely
dred C. Hinckley.
The other teachln the minds of persons affected by
ers in town are:
Village grammar,
Grace Emmons; intermediate, Sadie
the gases.
Herrick; primary, Julia Saunders;
East Bluehill grammar, Ellen McNames "Wickedest Place."
Intyre;
primary.
Ethel
Stover;
"Port Said still Is' the wickedest
Beech Hrll, Sadie Snow; South Blueplace on earth.” said Brig. Gen. J. H. hill. Imogene Bickford:
Wescott disBateson, principal of Wesleyan chap- trict,
Mary B. Hinckley;
Billings
el, in an address to soldiers at Car- district. Fanny Billings; Witham disdiff, Wales.
Ethel
trict,
Astbury; Eastward. Irene
“I know Calcutta, Bombay and Mad- Woodward;
Mines.
Nina
Horton:
Grindleville.
I
know
Marion Orcutt; Hinckthan
he
better
ras
London,”
ley
Ora
district,
“I
have
had
to
in
Gray;
live
the
Morgan’s
continued.
Bay,
Hattie Curtis; Seaville, Alice LymEast for a quarter of a century, and I
burner.
and
Ismalla
know what Cairo
are;
Sept. 6.
S.
but I have seen more sin and appear•
•
•
ances of sin in one hour In Port Said
The most successful concert ever
than In all the rest of my experiences
given by the musical
of Blue-

j

3

■

PINK

for

Every Department will

bargains.

1

i
LADIES' FIXE COTTON VESTS

2 YARDS 38-INCH BERKLEY

way.

colony

well as Lieurance's "By the Waters
of Minnetonka,” also with violin obbligato played by Miss Marianne
Kneisel.
Miss Kneisel also played
two movements from Moszkowski's
Suite op. 71, with Cyril Towbin and
Mrs. Jacobi.
The pianoforte accompaniments, except in the composition
of Mr. Jacobi, were played by Miss
Del Vecchio, who is spending the
summer at the home of Mrs. E. E.
Chase.
Mrs. Chase made a short address,
apologizing for the non-appearance
of Mfts Helen Jeffrey, who is suffering frtwu an injured arm, thanking
Dr. Kneisel and Mr. Krehbiel for
their labors In behalf of the Village
Improvement Society, and appealing
to the audience to come to its aid.
Great praise was given to Miss Quay's
rich and lovely voice, and the winning richness of ^liss Katharine Car-

LOSS OF

Is very common. In manv
cases it i«
due to impure blood, which
cannot
tbe
give
digestive organa the slim,,
lus necessary for the
proper p*,.
fortnance of their functions.
Thousands know bv erneri^-.
that Hood's Sarsaparilla
restores
appetite and would advise y„„
it
a
trial this season. It
F‘ve
origin
ated in the successful
prescription of
a famous physician.
Get it todav
Take Hood’s Pills if von bam'
to need a laxative—-they don’t
gripe

Greatest Sale of the year at the

-o-

of the New

Loving, constant, tender, true;
Who where'er he roams is near
As your song draws me to you.
Misa Betty Quay sang the song, as

DOLLAR

J

AccordTKJ

With your tender tones of love
Waft, O waft me far away.
Waft me where the dews of morn
Glister In the cowslip's cup
Which the butterflies adorn.
Where the bees its nectars sup.
Be to me, ns is my dear.

AT THIS SEASON

——

j

clothing equipment

part suggestive of bird music.
This
was the poem:
TO A NIGHTINGALE.
Philomel, in yonder grove.
Sing to me your sweetest lay;

.—-

BATISTE

• 1 value, and 1

ENVELOPES

can

28-INCH

STRIPED FRENCH
FLANNEL FOR WAISTS

Ta(com*for

89c value, for

$1.00

BRITAIN LACE

50 PAIR LADIES* LOW SHOES

10c values, 20 j arils for

8ir.es -4

$1.00
3

2 yard* and 25c

$1.00

can

Talc for

$1.00

YARDS 36-INCH

PERCALE

8 anil

for

and

Tan

anil

$1.00

$1.00

3, White Canvas

SNEAKS,

LADIES'

BLACK SILK

HOSE,
SECONDS
OOc valor, 2 pair for

etc., pair

$1.00
$1.00

2

MEN’S SILK FOUR-IN-HANDS

LADIES'

59c value, for

FIXE

BLACK COT-

5<» LADIES’ WHITE .MIHHIKS

TUX HOSE

For less than you

Extra values, 3 pair for

$1.00

3

buy the

can

run

rooiIs, each

$1.00

YARDS 27-INC H KIDDIE
\

$1.00

MEN’S CANVAS BACK GAUNT-

—1

H

aim*, 3I>e*iM*r yard, for

$1.00

1

w

LET WORKING GLOVES

FANC Y

09c value, 2 pr for

Announcement!

$1.00

CRETONNES

yard* for

3

$1.00

42-INCH BROWN AND WHITE
BROKEN

CHECK

80-INCH V NBLEACHED COT-

DRESS

Order these

GOODS
Good SI value—lyard of goods
and 1

can

If the order is

of 25c Talcum

Powder

goods by

for

we

$1.00

more

pay the

TON
8l»c value, 8 yards for

Parcel Post
than $1.00

charges

$1.00
ONE SKEIN DOc YARN and 30c
BOX TOILET SOAP
for

■

MEN’ S BLACK COTTON WORK
HOSE
35c

value,

4

$1.00
TAN

COLOR

pair fur

$1.00

COTTON

BLAN-

KETS

per doz.

LADIES'

FRENCH

LAWN

HANDKERCHIEFS
Embroidered, 85c value, for

$1.00
$1.00

$1.00

YARNS

$1.00

4

50*72,each

ODD COLORS AND SKEINS IN

All kinds, 4 for

E Z PINT JARS

STEVENS’
BLEACHED SURGICAL GAUZE

BROWN

CRASH

2»c value, 4 yards for

86 inches wide, 8 yards for

10x82 HITCK TOWELS
5

$1.00
$1.00

for

$1.00

CHILDREN’S BLACK COTTON
50c SCOTCH GINGHAMS

86-INCH CREAM COLOR COTTON VVA1STING

82 inches wide, 2 yard* for

8 yards for

$1.00

$1.00

HOSE
These
pr.

are

worth to-day 50c per

For this week, 8 pr for

$1.00
m

LADIES' BLACK RIBBED-TOP
HOSE
Extra vuluie, 8 pair for

$1.00
L

C. L. Morang’s

Department Store

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE!

